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w e l c o m e

We are proud to present you this new magazine 
dedicated to Polish documentary, animated, and short 
fiction film. More than merely a catalogue of films, it 
features interesting talks, interviews, latest news, and 
excellent reviews, all this allowing us to offer a different 
perspective on Polish film. In the first issue, we present 
the profile of an outstanding documentary filmmaker 
Bogdan Dziworski, whose films are soon to be released for 
the first time on DVD. We also give you an interview with 
the master of Polish animation, Witold Giersz, presenting 
his latest film. Other articles include an equally interesting 
Krzysztof Gierat’s talk with Krzysztof Kopczyński, the 
director of Dybbuk. The Tales of Wandering Souls, and an 
interview with a young documentary director Aleksandra 
Maciuszek. We also bring you a series of reports on the 
situation of animation and short film in Poland. These are 
only some of the features that you will find in this issue.
This magazine is closely connected to three projects that 
the Krakow Film Foundation has been running for several 
years with the support of the Polish Films Institute. Polish 
Docs, Polish Shorts, and Polish Animations are initiatives 
aimed at promoting the respective film genres abroad. 
Thanks to intensive efforts involved in these projects, 
Polish films have a growing global presence and are 
winning awards at festivals all over the world, while Polish 
filmmakers gain international recognition. We hope that 
this magazine, which is an addition to our projects, will 
give you a fresh perspective on Polish film. Enjoy the read!

Barbara Orlicz-Szczypuła
Vice President of the Board Krakow Film Foundation

Katarzyna Wilk
Film Promotion Agency Coordinator
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International Documentary Film Market Sunny 
Side of the Doc in La Rochelle is one of the largest 
industry events dedicated to documentary film, 
which is annually visited by the representatives 
of the most important television channels, 
distributors and film producers from all around 
the world. This is the ninth time that Polish 
filmmmakers showcase their work at the event.

Like every year, Poland is among the exhibitors in La Rochelle. 
The national stand – POLISH DOCS, organised by the Krakow 
Film Foundation, for the ninth time presents the latest Polish 
documentaries to the foreign film industry. Polish stand gives 
film producers and distributors attending the event a chance 
to present their films and projects. Every year at least 6 Polish 
companies are registered under the stand. In the past years, 
Sunny Side was visited by representatives of Wajda Studio, 
Staron Film, Centrala, Ragusa Films, Telemark, Rabarbar Film 
Studio, Pokromski Studio, Kolektyw Film, Hanna Polak Films, 
Kijora, AFilm, Lodz Film School, among others. 

Ladies and Gentlemen,
the first issue of the ‘Focus on Poland’ magazine is dedicated 
to documentary, animated, and short feature films. These 
films, mostly due to their distribution structure, are often 
overshadowed by the full-length features. But it is a fact worth 
noting that Polish cinema has been extremely successful 
also in the field of the less popular film forms; many of these 
productions have had a successful festival run, often winning 
top prizes at major film events around the world.
Documentary films have been the face of Polish cinema for 
years; some of our filmmakers have also enjoyed tremendous 
success in recent months — Aneta Kopacz’s Joanna and 
Tomasz Śliwiński’s Our Curse (Nasza klątwa) were both 

nominated for the Academy Awards in the Best Documentary 
– Short Subject category. Other Polish documentaries have 
also been noticed at key film events around the world, winning 
awards at IDFA in Amsterdam, Hot Docs in Toronto, in 
Locarno, at Sundance, and at the Moscow IFF. In 2014 alone, 
Polish documentary films received a total of almost 70 film 
awards around the world.
Polish filmmakers who focus on animation and short 
feature films also have good reasons to be proud of their 
accomplishments. In 2014, their films had a total of almost 
340 festival screenings abroad, including film festivals in 
Berlin, Ann Arbor, Cannes, and Annecy. What’s more, these 
screenings were often followed by awards — of which Polish 
animation artists received a total of 64 throughout the year. 
The final weeks of 2014 brought a nomination for the European 
Film Award in the short film category for Wojciech Sobczyk 
and his Lato 2014 (Summer 2014). Meanwhile short feature 
films from Poland screened at 138 international film festivals, 
winning a total of 48 awards.
The ‘Focus on Poland’ magazine also features information 
about the latest documentary, animated and short feature film 
productions, many of which have yet to be released. I have no 
doubt that some of these will bring about emotions and gain 
the acclaim of international audiences. 
Polish films certainly deserve your attention.

Agnieszka Odorowicz
General Director of the Polish Film Institute

POLISH DOCS STAND AT SUNNY SIDE OF THE DOC
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Sunny Side of the Doc is one of the most important events 
dedicated to supporting the documentary film industry in 
Europe. The market offers an excellent opportunity to promote
film productions (starting with projects in the production stage
and ending with finished films). It is a meeting place 
of producers, festival organisers, distributors, and 
representatives of television channels who are responsible 
for the sale and purchase of the rights to documentary films. 
Accredited producers and film professionals also have a unique 
opportunity to participate in numerous seminars, meetings, 
training sessions and discussion panels dealing with the latest 
issues related to documentary film production in the world.
Foreign guests visiting the stand will have a chance to receive 
all necessary information concerning film production in 
Poland, receive the catalogue of the latest documentary 
films, produced in 2014 and 2015, as well as receive the 
recently released edition of the DVD ‘POLISH DOCS 2015’ 
which includes a selection of the newest and the best Polish 
documentary films. 
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XOXO DIR.: WIOLA SOWA • PROD.: SOWA FILM • SHORT ANIMATION

BROTHeRS DIR.: WOJCIECH STAROń • PROD.: STARON FILM •  
FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

21 X New YORk DIR.: PIOTR STASIK • PROD.: LAVA FILMS •  
FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

THe wIzARD Of US DIR.: BALBINA BRUSZEWSKA •  
PROD.: WJTEAM • SHORT ANIMATION

LOCUS DIR.: ANITA KWIATKOWSKA‑NAqVI • PROD.: WJTEAM •  
SHORT ANIMATION

ALL THeSe SLeePLeSS NIgHTS DIR.: MICHAł MARCZAK •  
PROD.: ENDORFINA STUDIO • FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

YOU HAve TO Be THeRe DIR.: MAGDALENA SZYMKóW •  
PROD.: OTTER FILMS • FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

NOISLeSSLY DIR.: MACIEJ MąDRACKI, MICHAł MąDRACKI, GILLES  
LEPORE • PROD.: OTTER FILMS • FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

MONk Of THe SeA DIR.: RAFAł SKALSKI • PROD.: CENTRALA •  
FEATURE LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

The new edition of DVD Polish Docs will be 

released in June. It will include the latest Polish 

films produced in 2015 which will start their 

international tour this year. DO NOT MISS IT!

POLISH DOCS ON DVD!

UPCOMINg  
POLISH  
fILMS
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NEW PROGRAMME 
FOR DOCUMENTARY 
FILMMAKERS
DOC LAB POLAND – the biggest Polish pitching 
and consultation programme for professional 
documentary filmmakers. The programme is 
divided into two parts: DOC LAB START, for 
projects in development or at initial shooting 
stage, and DOC LAB GO, for projects at the 
editing stage and with first cuts ready. 

DLP is created by The Władysław Ślesicki Film Foundation, 
in association with the Krakow Film Festival and in cooperation 
with DOK Leipzig and European Documentary Network – 
representatives of these institutions will participate in both 
parts, evaluating the submitted projects and providing 
consulting for the selected ones. Applications for both parts 
are open to Polish or Poland-based filmmakers who have 
already produced their first projects. This is not a training 
programme, but a consultation one, where consultants 
and participants are equal partners; they have discussions 
and jointly look for best solutions for the submitted projects. 
DLP focuses on auteur documentaries with a creative 
approach – not only dealing with social, but also historical 
and educational issues, as well as sports and music. 
It welcomes projects where the author’s point of view and his 
interpretation is significant, and which are not just observation 
of reality. The programme is aimed at Polish filmmakers who 
wish to consult their projects or edit versions with the support 
of other artists and consultants involved in the programme 
in the search for new solutions and want to present their 
films to an international group of producers, distributors, 
representatives of institutions supporting film production, 
film co-financing institutions, major film festival selectors, 
TV commissioning editors, and others.
The key events of DOC LAB POLAND are DOCS TO START 
and DOCS TO GO! pitching sessions held at the Krakow Film 
Festival. DOCS TO START is a presentation of Polish projects 
in development stage followed by one-to-one meetings 
and CO-PRODUCTION FORUM for international decision- 
-makers, producers and directors who are open to cooperating 
with Poland. DOCS TO GO! initiated and co-organized 
by Polish Film Institute since 2012 is a presentation of Polish 
documentary rough-cuts followed by meetings with buyers 
and programmers. 

www.doclab.pl, www.krakowfilmfestival.pl

• Best Short Documentary at the International Documentary  
Film Festival ‚It’s All True’, Brazil:  
Super Unit, dir.: Teresa Czepiec [doc. / 2014 / 19’]

• Jury Award for the best short film at Hong Kong FF, China:  
Blue Room, dir.: Tomasz Siwiński [anim. / 2014 / 15’]

• Best Editing at 44th International Student FF Sehsüchte, Germany: 
6 Degrees, dir.: Bartosz Dombrowski [doc. / 2014 / 81’] 

• Golden Horseman Animation Award at 27th Filmfest Dresden, 
Germany: Fugue for Cello, Trumpet and Landscape,  
dir.: Jerzy Kucia [anim. / 2014 / 18’]

• Best Feature-length Doc at the Documentary and  
Short FF in Belgrade, Serbia: 15 Corners of the World,  
dir.: Zuzanna Solakiewicz [doc. / 2014 / 79’]

• Best Short Fiction at 44th International Student FF Sehsüchte, 
German: Mother Earth, dir.: Piotr Złotorowicz [fic. / 2014 / 30’]

• Best Short Doc at Docudays UA, Ukraine:  
Starting Point, dir.: Michał Szcześniak [doc. / 2014 / 25’]

• Grand Prix at 18th Vancouver International Mountain FF, Canada: 
Jurek, dir.: Paweł Wysoczański [doc. / 2015 / 73’]

• Short Film Special Jury Award for Visual Poetry at the Sundance FF, 
USA: Object, dir.: Paulina Skibińska [doc. / 2015 / 15] 

• Best short film – Premiers Plans FF in Angers, France:  
Milky Brother, dir.: Vahram Mkhitaryan [fic. / 2014 / 30’]

• Oscar Nomination in Short Documentary Subject:  
Our Course, dir.: Tomasz Śliwiński [doc. / 2013 / 27’]   
Joanna, dir.: Aneta Kopacz [doc. / 2013 / 40’]

• Best Documentary at Trieste FF, Italy:  
Something Better to Come, dir.: Hanna Polak [doc. / 2014 / 110’]

• Best Animated Film at Regard sur le Court FF, Canada:  
Hippos, dir.: Piotr Dumała [anim. / 2014 / 13’]

SeLeCTION  
Of THe LATeST AwARDS 
fOR POLISH fILMS
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Daniel Stopa: The story that you tell in Casa Blanca 
takes place in Cuba, thousands of miles from Warsaw. 
How come that it was there where you met the protago‑
nists of your film? 
Aleksandra Maciuszek: I met the protagonists of Casa 
Blanca while I was looking for a subject for my graduation 
film towards the end of my film studies in Cuba. I was 
wandering aimlessly through the streets of Havana. I had 
been to Casa Blanca several times before and I liked the 
atmosphere of this fishing village. One day, I saw Nelsa and 
Vladimir strolling through the street holding hands. It was 
not clear who was leading who, who was helping who. They 

looked as if they were from another world. It was a very pow-
erful and ‘cinematic’ image. I asked my friends from the village 
to introduce me to the mother and her son. We grew fond 
of each other and I started coming to Casa Blaca on a regular 
basis. The film was meant to be short, with its key element be-
ing the daily wanderings of Nelsa desperately looking for Vladi. 
You abandoned this subject while making your diploma 
film, but you returned to it later on. Why? 
Initially, the story proved to be too difficult for me. It seemed 
too tragic, the situation of the mother and her son too hope-
less. I was afraid that I would make a film about hopelessness. 
It was also hard for me to understand the protagonists, their 
language, the motivations behind their actions. At the last 
moment I decided to change the subject of my diploma film. 
I returned to my research after graduation, calmly, without 
any time pressure. I spent a couple of days in the village with 
the cameraman and the soundsman, and we filmed footage for 
a teaser. We discovered a lot of new things that we liked very 
much, such as the sense of humour that characterises both the 
mother and the son. We made friends with local drunks, Vla-
di’s friends. We familiarised ourselves with the subject. 

INTERVIEW WITH ALEKSANDRA MACIUSZEK, 
THE DIRECTOR OF THE FILM

Casa 
Blanca

‘Casa Blanca’ by Aleksandra Maciuszek is one  
of the five Polish documentary films that had 
their world premiere at the Visions du Reel 
Festival in Switzerland. The film competed for 
the award in the International Competition.  
We would like to invite you to read an interview 
with the film’s author.
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In your film, you clearly emphasise the passage of time, 
introducing division into months. Does this time in 
fact correspond to the time that you spent with the 
protagonists? 
More or less. We did some shooting for a couple of days in 
December and January, and we lived in the village for several 
weeks from mid-February to mid-May. 
Why was it so important for you to emphasise the passage 
of time? 
I wouldn’t say that it was particularly important. The idea 
to use passing months in the film’s structure, as well as the 
idea to introduce subtitles, both appeared at a quite late stage 
of editing. It was a formal decision and an aesthetic one, it 
helped us in our thinking about the film itself. We felt that this 
decision freed us from the pressure of traditional three-act 
structure, allowing us to place emphasis in a more horizontal 
way. Passing months gave the film a chronicle-like character, 
in which the more and the less important events could freely 
intertwine. We also liked the slow pace that resulted from 
introducing subtitles and placing the story in the context of the 
changing seasons and the unchanging landscape of the bay... 
Of course, from the point of view of the narrative, the intro-
duction of this monthly order makes the viewer realise how 
quickly Nelsa’s condition was deteriorating, how quickly the 
protagonists’ lives were changing. However, from our point 
of view this was secondary. 
You mention formal and aesthetic decisions. Did you have 
any predefined ideas about the visual side of the film, about 
how to film the protagonists? 

It became clear at the early stages of filming that any kind 
of rigid or inflexible approach, e.g. a decision to use only 
hand-held shooting or a tripod, or working with a predefined 
set size, simply wouldn’t work. We had to constrantly adapt 
to the actual circumstances that we encountered. Sometimes, 
we would witness some extremely dynamic and dramatic 
events, while other times we would have to wait long hours 
for a simple gesture that would synthesise the feelings that 
we wanted to describe, or we would have to spend hours 
constructing them. The only rule that we strictly followed was 
that our focus would always be on Nelsa and Vladi. No matter 
what interesting things were happening around, they were 
always at the centre of our attention. This is how we knew 
that during the editing stage we would, to a large extent, have 
to build upon the sound coming from outside the frame. This 
also influenced some of our filming ‘strategies.’ 
I liked that sometimes the camera was very close to the pro‑
tagonists, while other times you left much more space... 
The fact that at times we were closer to the protagonists and 
other times we watched them from a distance was a con-
sequence of our contradictory intentions. On the one hand, 
we wanted the viewer to get well acquainted with the pro-
tagonists, so that he or she could feel and understand their 
emotions. We didn’t want the film to become a cold, pseu-
do-objective observation of ‘the odd’ or ‘the abnormal’, hence 
the closeness to the protagonists. On the other hand, we were 
fascinated by the counterpoint created by the landscape of the 
bay and the village. Nelsa and Vladi are a part of the local 
community, they function in a specific landscape, including 
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the social one... This was another thing that we wanted to  
emphasise. Anyway, sometimes a seemingly more distancing 
composition is much more emotionally charged, and at the 
same time it proves to be less manipulative. But, generally, 
as far as filming strategy is concerned, we mostly relied on 
our reflexes and our intuition in anticipating and adapting 
to reality. Sometimes, we took spontaneous decisions about 
the placement of the camera: this was risky, as it would either 
be successful or not. 
Films about mentally disabled people usually show them 
in specialised, closed institutions. Nelsa and Vladimir live 
among other inhabitants of the village and they have to face 
the same problems as everybody else in Casa Blanca. This is 
quite a refreshing perspective... 
From the very beginning it was clear that we weren’t making 
a film about disability and the disabled, but about family, about 
a relationship between two people. Of course, the protagonists’ 
contacts with the so-called rest of the world is not without 
significance; as the narrative develops, these contacts become 
more and more meaningful and confrontational. But this is 
not a film about people who have been institutionalised, even 
though usually people like Nelsa and Vladi, the sick, the old, 
the ugly, are relegated to such areas of ‘invisibility’. The most 

initially seemed good, extremely powerful, dramatic. Later 
on, it turned out that there is no place for them in the film, as 
they would to overshadow other, more important elements 
of the story. This was the case of footage showing Vladi’s 
drinking problem. Eventually, it was included in the film, but 
in a very abridged form. Another issue involved the footage 
that showed the local community and the protagonists’ fam-
ily in a bad light. During the editing stage, all of them easily 
transformed into some heartless, cruel enemies of our pro-
tagonists. The entire footage was full of traps. It turned out 

ALekSANDRA MACIUSzek – born in Kraków, graduate 
of Cultural Studies at the Jagiellonian University and 
documentary film directing in the Escuela Internacional de 
Cine y Televisión de San Antonio de los Baños, Cuba. Before her 
studies she worked in NGOs and cultural institutions in Poland, 
Spain and Mexico. Her graduation film Escenas Previas / Previous 
Scenes (2012) won multiple awards at international film festivals. 
Casa Blanca is her debut feature documentary.

The only rule that we strictly followed was 
that our focus would always be on Nelsa  
and Vladi. No matter what interesting things 
were happening around, they were always  
at the centre of our attention.

that when making a film which is meant to, at least partially, 
present the ‘psychology’ of someone considered mentally 
disabled, during the editing stage you need to be much more 
careful in building the protagonist than in the case of some-
one ‘normal’. In the case of Vladimir, the meaning or the 
mood of recorded footage could easily be twisted in editing. 
Funny scenes could easily become tragic, and vice versa, the 
scenes that initially seemed tragic turned out to be funny in 
the eyes of the viewers. This arbitrariness was very danger-
ous for the film. Outside opinions were very helpful for us 
in the editiong stage of the making of the film, particularly 
those contributed by Paweł Łoziński, my art supervisor, and 
Tomek Wolski. 
To conclude I would like to ask you if you still keep in touch 
with your protagonists? 
What happened to them later? I do. I have recently been 
to Cuba and I visited Nelsa and Vladi. They don’t live in Casa 
Blanca anymore. I would rather not give any information 
about what is happening to them right now. Their situation is 
still uncertain, and it is irrelevant to the film anyway. 
Thank you very much for the interview. 

important feature and strength of Nelsa and Vladimir is that 
they do not consider themselves to be worse or even particu-
larly different from other people. They both believe that they 
they are fully entitled to live the way they want, to make deci-
sions about themselves, to defend their independence. Asking 
questions about the validity of these feelings was crucial to us 
during the filming. 
You emphasise that this was a very challenging subject 
for you, that you had to mature in order to tackle it and, in 
a way, to gnaw at it. During editing, did you feel that some 
of the scenes stripped the protagonists of their privacy, that 
some lines have been crossed? 
We had some footage at our disposal that we knew at once 
that we wouldn’t use. For instance, we didn’t want to use the 
scenes that would make the horrible conditions in which the 
protagonists live take the front stage. Also, we didn’t want 
to show Nelsa at the critical stage of her illness, because this 
material and the emotions that it brought were unnecessary. 
We didn’t want to provoke sympathy or pity for the protag-
onists. It was quite simple. On the other hand, there was 
footage that we were reluctant to leave out: sequences that 
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Krzysztof Gierat: Dybbuk has a growing presence 
in the imagination of Polish artists, but mainly in the 
theatre. It appeared in the works of Andrzej Wajda, 
Krzysztof Warlikowski, Maja Kleczewska, and now in 
Marcin Wrona’s Demon. I seems that in your case, how‑
ever, Dybbuk was not the original inspiration. It came 
to you while you were already working on the film…
Krzysztof Kopczyński: Years ago, I was asked whether 
I would like to make a documentary about Michał 
Waszyński, the director of Dybbuk, a Yiddish cinema 
classic. At that point, I was interested in the Hasidim. 
In spring of 2008, I went to Kiev to present my previous 

two worlds
Between

documentary Stone Silence at the Docudays.UA festival. 
I learned that there was Rebbe Nachman’s tomb in Uman, 
which is a mayor pilgrimage site for Hasidic Jews, and 
I decided to go there for a day. As it happened, the local 
unorthodox Jews where just celebrating Purim. They invited 
me to the celebration.
You mean those familiar Jews who have lived there for 
years.
Yes, those who were born there, many of whom fought in 
the Patriotic War. They were not religious, but they cared 
about Nachman’s legacy. They were the ones who took me 
to Nachman’s grave and told me about what was happening 
there. I learned that there was animosity between the 
incoming Hasidim and the Ukrainians, who did not take 
well to the visitors. Obviously, not all Hasidim and not all 
Ukrainians shared this feeling, but the conflict was intense.
Two years earlier, Paul Mazursky filmed a documentary 
about pilgrimages to Uman. It offered some cheerful images 
of the Ukrainians welcoming the visitors in hope of lifting 
themselves from poverty. With time, however, conflicts 
started emerging.
Uman is a unique place. I quickly understood that this was one 
of the most interesting places in Europe, with important things 

UKRAINE – A HOT SPOT ON THE MAP OF TODAY’S EUROPE

Krzysztof Kopczyński recently finished working on 
his latest documentary feature ‘Dybbuk. The Tales 
of Wandering Souls’, to be released in May 2015. 
The film is an attempt to understand the cultural 
and religious tension existing in Uman, a Ukrainian 
pilgrimage destination for Hasidic Jews from all 
over the world. In his conversation with Krzysztof 
Gierat, the film’s director talks about his fascination 
with Jewish culture and Ukrainian history.
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happening there. I visited Uman on several other occasions and 
I felt more and more at ease there. The fundamental question 
that I was asking myself was whether religion can help a mod-
ern-day person to overcome death. Rebbe Nachman promised 
that each Jew who would visit his grave on the Rosh Hashanah, 
the Jewish New year, and chant 10 chosen psalms, dance and 
sing, would be dragged by their sidelocks from Gehenna by the 
rabbi himself. This meant ensuring their salvation.
Such a simple solution!
Very simple indeed! It meant: go to Uman for the Rosh Hashan-
ah, chant ten psalms, dance, sing, and you will be redeemed. No 
wonder that thousands of people go there every year.
When you said that you felt more and more at ease in Uman, 
did you refer to the local Jewish community, or did you 
mean all of its residents and visitors?
It is fairly easy for me to connect with people. Even though 
I don’t speak Hebrew or Yiddish, the Hasidim saw that I had 
certain knowledge of mysticism. They were surprised by this,
since filmmakers usually tend to be looking for more sensa-
tional subjects. And there I was, reading Polish-Ukrainian 
literature of the mid-19th century that treats about death and 
claims that Ukraine is a hell mouth, that the historical pro-
cesses that occur there are beyond anyone’s understanding. 
I was also familiar with the recent history of the Eastern and 
Central Europe, so I could talk with post-communist Jews 
who were born in Ukraine and fought in the Patriotic War 
using a language that they would not find offensive. As to the 
activists of Ukrainian organisations in Uman, they didn’t have
bad intentions. The fact that Wiktor Dunajew, who talks about 
the cross in the film, has been called the greatest anti-Semite 
in Ukraine by some Jewish websites is a misunderstanding. 
He simply didn’t want for the money brought in by Hasidic 
Jews to end up in private pockets. He fought corruption and 
he was something of a local defender of ordinary people.

Please correct me if I’m wrong, but I get the impression that 
the focus of your camera lens shifted at some point? At the 
beginning you wanted to understand what attracted these 
throngs of people to Uman, what was in Nachman’s teach‑
ings to attract thousands of pilgrims. But at some point you 
became interested in this escalation of emotions, this clash 
of religious and national orthodoxy leading to a growing 
mistrust. 
I saw that both sides were communicating on the grounds 
of their common interest. This is an enormous business: doz-
ens of thousands of people go there, which means big mon-
ey. But I was also looking for an answer about the direction 
Ukraine is heading in. I’ve been interested in this for years. 
I was used to thinking about Ukraine as a place that was im-
portant for Poland and for our interests in the East, but also as 
a place of mystery. We don’t know why Gonta and Żeleźniak, 
who murdered Jews and Poles in Uman, are now celebrated 
by the Ukrainians as their national heroes.
In Ukraine, this is quite obvious. You show what they teach 
in their schools, what they say in the streets: ‘yes, they did 
murder people, but they did this “in the name of”,’ because 
this was a fight for independence, and the Polish magnates 
along with the Jews stood in the way. This is the curse 
of history – for some, 1768 is a reminder of pogroms and 
slaughter, for others it evokes a heroic uprising against  
Polish and Jewish oppressors.
The Poles that used to live on these lands in the 18th century 
sometimes did act in a despicable manner. Uman used to belong 
to Stanisław Szczęsny Potocki, who built Sofiyivsky Park for 
his wife Sofia, a Greek courtesan. The garden cost 15 million 
zlotys, an equivalent of today’s 200 million dollars. There 
were 400 thousand people working for Potocki – Poles, Jews, 
and Ukrainians. After the partition of Poland, Potocki asked 
Empress Catherine for Russian citizenship and thus became 
the first Russian oligarch in the Ukraine. While his wife would 
listen to Nachman’s teachings in the very same park, which Na-
chman liked to visit. He used to go there to pray and meditate.
In your documentary, there is a recurring theme that 
‘everything has to be done according to the law’: these are 
the words spoken by the Ukrainian mayor, then repeated 
by a Jewish policeman. If there is no other way to com‑
municate, then we should stick to the established rules. 
The locals are most afraid of what they do not understand, 
like advertising banners in Hebrew. Why do these ads 
bother them so much? Maybe they could bring in money? 

For me Dybbuk is a metaphor. Dybbuks are 
those miserable souls wandering around 
Ukraine. They are the ghosts of the local 
Hasidic Jews, Ukrainians and Poles. Perhaps 
Russians, too.
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Or perhaps for them the ads are a sign that they are losing 
their land? This is why they feel the need to put up crosses 
and to chase away evil spirits with incense.
There are two reasons. There is the fear that the Jews will 
take over, and the evidence that both municipal and regional 
authorities accept bribes from Jews in exchange for permitting 
these ads. Or letting the Jews build a canteen that obstructs 
a road, or putting up tents at the riverfront, where there should 
be passage. And they have gathered a lot of similar evidence. It 
is hard to say what the bribes were and who exactly accepted 
them. It is clear, however, that after the protests at the Maidan 
square all members of the Uman’s municipal authorities re-
signed. They did not want to wait for being deposed by force. 
Now, there is a plaque on the door of the current mayor’s office 
that says ‘we do not accept bribes’.
Your documentary has a universal message, as it shows that 
the things happening in Uman could happen anywhere. 
Even here. We are now at the Krakowskie Przedmieście 
Street in Warsaw, the place where on each anniversary 
of the plane crash in Smolensk our own internal ‘wars’ 
break out. We are supposed to be a united nation, but still 
we have so many differences. Does this mean that pacify‑
ing our emotions and forgetting is the only way to be able 
to communicate?
We should learn how to reign in our emotions, but also how 
to respect otherness. This is not easy. We saw this time and 
again while shooting this film. One time, we were trying 
to persuade the most important rabbi in Uman to collaborate 
with us for the film. We asked the headmaster of a Hasidic 

school, who believed that what we were doing was valuable, 
for his support. He said: ‘Fine, I will ask him. But remember, 
with just one look at you he will be able to tell your intentions. 
And if what he sees is bad, then no Hasidic Jew will agree to be 
filmed’. The rabbi listened to us with patience and kindness, 
then nodded to show his agreement. This caused incredible joy 
among the Hasidim standing around him. We understood then 
how much importance these people attach to seeing the world 
through intuition.
What did you tell your protagonists when they asked what 
was the subject of your documentary?
I told them that I was making a film about the relationship 
between the Hasidim and Ukraine. That I was interested in 
Rebbe Nachman, but that the film is not about him. That I was 
interested in Hasidic Jews, but the film would not be limited 
to the Hasidim. That I was interested in the historical conflict, 
but this would not be a historical film. And that I would not 
present a Hasidic or a Ukrainian point of view, but my own.
Let us go back to the title of your film. Would you say that 
Dybbuk infected those most hot‑tempered on both sides 
of the conflict? That the souls of sinners possess the living 
preventing agreement and harmony, confusing languages, 
stirring up this well of emotions?
For me Dybbuk is a metaphor. Dybbuks are those miserable 
souls wandering around Ukraine. They are the ghosts of the 
local Hasidic Jews, Ukrainians and Poles. Perhaps Russians, too.
So they are more miserable than evil?
They are being punished for something, and not always just-
ly. Kabbalists claim that Dybbuk is evil. But in Ansky’s drama 
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Dybbuk is good. Once, I asked a rabbi in Jerusalem whether it 
was possible for Dybbuk to be good. He replied that it was in-
deed possible. This reminds me of the second part of Dziady. 
In his drama, Mickiewicz described beings similar to Dyb-
buks: there are demons punished for their sins, but there is 
also a girl turned into a demon for never having experienced 
love, for having rejected the advances of all her suitors. This 
world is very complicated and we do not know whether 
such a being must always be evil. I am convinced that the 
soul of Potocki is still among those evil Dybbuks wandering 
Ukraine in punishment for the crimes that he committed. 
Anna Sajewicz and I are working on a book on the subject, 
due to be published this autumn.
So leaving aside the national and religious point of view, 
Dybbuk is a symbol of evil, unfulfilment, and penance. But 
if there are so many Dybbuks haunting this land, then what 
future awaits Ukraine? 
I am a great admirer of Ukraine and I am aware of the glorious 
moments in its history. But it’s difficult for me to talk about the 
future. Everyone in Uman is aware of what is Ukraine’s biggest 
problem nowadays – the corruption, the oligarchs’ connections 
to Russia, and the intrigues weaved on both sides. And corrup-
tion remains, even after the Maidan victory.
The pilgrims confirm that it is getting worse. But it is 
comforting that even with all this tension there is still hope 
thanks to good people like Volodia, a goy, and a beautiful 
and symbolic figure. There is this wonderful scene when 
the Hasidim visit a psychiatric hospital, talking about 
Carlebach’s teachings, and then they visit Volodia’s widow 

kRzYSzTOf kOPCzYńSkI – a Doctor of Humanities, university lecturer, 
during the martial law period he was an underground publisher. Since 
1995 he has been a producer and director of documentaries. An owner 
of the Eureka Media company, author of books and articles on the media, 
film and culture of the 19th century and contemporary period. A coauthor 
of educational film projects ‘Russia – Poland. New Gaze’ and ‘Kabul – 
My City’. He produced more than 130 films and TV programmes that were 
shown in more than 30 countries and won more than 50 festival awards. 
Stone Silence is his directing debut.

kRzYSzTOf gIeRAT – director of the Krakow Film Festival. 

The fundamental question that I was asking 

myself was whether religion can help  

a modern-day person to overcome death.

to pay her homage. However, there is also something alarm‑
ing in the scene: even though they claim to be ecumenical, 
they see everything from the point of view of their own 
religion. Even a non‑Jew may be admitted in the Kingdom, 
if he becomes ‘ours’.
This is the issue with the chosen people. I don’t know whether 
there is a way for people who come from such different cultur-
al backgrounds and who profess such different values to con-
nect. But it is possible for Volodia, who shows great wisdom 
and humility, living near a cemetery, among ghosts. 
And in a house built above the dungeon where Rebbe  
Nachman used to stay…
For the Hasidim, death doesn’t really exist. This is why they 
approach eschatological issues with such joy, unlike the 
Ukrainians. In Poland, most things were said about Ukraine 
in the Romantic period, when people understood that this land 
had been terribly punished throughout history. But nobody 
could explain why there were moments in history when there 
was no good there whatsoever, only evil.
Your documentary comes at a particularly important 
moment in the relations between Poland and Ukraine. 
It may be important to Jews, Poles, and Ukrainians alike, 
especially considering the rise of nationalist sentiment and 
the praise of heroes that we cannot accept. It emphasizes 
the considerable differences existing between us, and how 
much good will is necessary for us to at least tolerate each 
other. This is why I am glad that your documentary will be 
distributed in the cinemas and that it will also be accessible 
to wider audience beyond festivals. 
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The return of  

the Master

IMAGE
‘It seems to me that telling a story through image is more 
difficult, more challenging, and more satisfying’ – says 
Dziworski. For years, he has remained faithful to these 
words. His films are beautiful, moving, and original in 
their form. The things that are most important – feelings, 
emotions – are conveyed through image. Even though his 
films are not easy or conventional, and require a certain 
dose of patience from the viewer, Dziworski has amassed 
an impressive list of awards including, among others, 
a FIPRESCI award at the Oberhausen Film Festival, a Silver 

Dove at the DOK Leipzig, as well as four Silver Hobby-Horse 
awards and a Golden Dragon at the Krakow Film Festival.
Dziworski started his artistic career in photography, and he 
has remained faithful to his photographic background until 
today. His photographs bring to mind Bresson’s concept of ‘the 
decisive moment’ and ‘show great sensitivity and the ability 
to convey ideas through images’ – in the words of Agnieszka 
Bojanowska, a long-time editor of Dziworski’s films. In the 
following years, Dziworski studied cinematography at the 
Lodz Film School, he completed an internship at the Polish 
Film Chronicle, and he spent a short period in Bulgaria. In the 
meantine, he worked as director of photography with Edward 
Żebrowski, Ryszard Czekała, and Grzegorz Królikiewicz, with 
whom he filmed Through and Through (1972), one of the more 
interesting Polish fiction film debuts.

EDUCATIONAL FILM STUDIO
In the early 70s, Dziworski joined the Educational Film 
Studio in Łódź, where he made most of his films. At the 
time, the studio attracted many excellent filmmakers such as 
Andrzej Barański, Marek Koterski, Piotr Szulkin, Wojciech 

BOGDAN DZIWORSKI: THE PROFILE OF ONE OF THE 
MOST ORIgINAL POLISH DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKERS

After twenty‑five years of artistic silence, Bogdan 
Dziworski finally makes a comeback. The pre‑
miere screening of his latest film ‘Plus Minus or 
Fly Trips to the East’ (2015) is definitely one of the 
most interesting events of the 55th Krakow Film 
Festival. On this occasion, we offer you a brief 
outline of the work of one of the most important 
contemporary Polish documentary filmmakers. 

TEXT DANIEL STOPA
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Wiszniewski, as well as cinematographers such as Witold  
Dąbala, Ryszard Lenczewski, Krzysztof Ptak, Piotr Sobociński, 
and Zbigniew Rybczyński, to name only those working with 
Dziworski. Dziworski quickly brought together a group of reg-
ular collaborators, he was skilful in dealing with shortages
in production, and – most importantly – the censors consid-
ered him as ‘harmless’ and not being interested in the ‘Polish 
subjects’. His focus has always been on universal questions, 
on stories about man.

MAN AND SPORTS
Both as a photographer and a documentary filmmaker,  
Dziworski has always been interested in people, their feelings 
and emotions, their struggles with fate and their battles with 
own limitations. In A Few Stories About Man (1983) he portrayed 
an armless man; in Szapito (1990) he shows circus performers 
on the brink of the end of their career (1984). Both films are mul-
ti-layered, metaphorical, succinct essays on human existence; 
they take the viewer on a fascinating and humorous journey in-
side the protagonist’s soul. The author – let us quote once again 
Bojanowska – ‘knows how to use image to convey the feelings 
of a human being, to express abstraction’.

Dziworski filmed many documentaries set in the world 
of sports. In Modern Pentathlon (1975) he portrayed Janusz 
Pyciak-Peciak before he became an Olympic medallist and 
a world champion; Skiing Scenes with Franz Klammer (1980) 
was devoted to Franz Klammer, an alpine skiing star; The 
Fencer (1980) introduced Władysław Kurpiewski, an outstand-
ing fencing coach responsible for numerous victories. How-
ever, in his documentaries Dziworski did not concentrate on 
trophies, results, breaking records, or famous names. He cared 
about the very essence of sport, adopting the athletes’ perspec-
tive instead of that of the supporters, focusing on experiences, 
reactions, motion. What is more, Dziworski never hesitated 
about crossing the line between observer and participant: 
‘when we were shooting Ice Hockey there was no mercy, every-
one had to ice skate, even the producer’ – he said once refer-
ring to the behind the scenes of one of his documentaries.

CREATION
Historians place Dziworski in the so-called creational move-
ment in the Polish documentary film of the 70s. He has always 
been close to the tradition of artistic documentary that 
allowed creation and artistic means that for years had been 
reserved to fiction film. No matter how strictly one approach-
es the rules of documentary filmmaking, the unique quality 
of Dziworski’s works such as Georg Philipp Telemann’s Travels 
from Żary to Pszczyna (1974) and The Prisoner (1990) consists 
in that the means of expression and the elements of creation 
employed do not distance us from what it true; quite on the 
contrary, they bring us closer to the truth. 

He has always been close to the tradition 
of artistic documentary that allowed creation 
and artistic means that for years had been 
reserved to fiction film.
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SILENT FILM
Dziworski quickly developed his own unique style. One of the 
most distinctive traits of his work is the elimination of ver-
bal communication and the absence of the so-called ‘talking 
heads’. It is worth noting that The Prisoner was the first ‘silent’ 
film in the history of the 40 minutes documentary strand 
broadcast on BBC. The absence of words, however, does not 
imply renouncing all sound. Quite on the contrary, Dziworski  
provides his films with a particularly interesting sound 
background (in collaboration with Jan Freda) that brings the 

BOgDAN DzIwORSkI – documentary film director, cinematographer, 
photographer and university teacher born in 1941 in łódź. A graduate 
of Lodz Film School (1965). An Ordinary Professor of Film and Photography 
and the Dean of the Radio and Television Department of the Silesia 
University in Katowice. He has received a number of prestigious awards for 
his excellent documentary films, which focus primarily on arts or sports 
and include The Cross and the Axe, Ice Hokey, The Olimpics, A Few Stories 
about Man at festivals in Bilbao, Brussels, Leipzig, Marseilles, Oberhausen, 
San Sebastian and Krakow, among others.

viewer closer to the reality depicted in his films. This applies, 
for instance, to all of his sports-related documentaries, where 
sounds are carefully selected and magnified, making them 
almost tangible. In some of his films, Dziworski also intro-
duces lyrical musical motifs (in collaboration with Janusz 
Hajdun and Henryk Kuźniak). These are sometimes used in 
surprising, although never accidental, ways. When after many 
years I asked Dziworski about why he included a Strauss’ 
waltz in The Fencer, he replied: ‘I invited professor Kurpiewski 
to my home, and since I had bought a new record player, 
I wanted to show it off and to play him his favourite music. 
The professor asked for a waltz by Strauss, which I did not 
have. But finally I gave him that waltz in the film, because  
this music is his world.’

‘PLUS MINUS OR FLY TRIPS TO THE EAST’
In 2014, Dziworski received a Dragon of Dragons at the Krakow 
Film Festival for lifetime achievement. While accepting the 
award he said that he would still be making films. This year, 
he returns to Krakow with his latest documentary: Plus Minus 
or Fly Trips to the East. This film is unlike any of his previous 
works: it is an intimate and humorous story about the cult 
of Joseph Stalin, worshipped as a hero when Dziworski was 
a child. Dziworski, being an artist of boundless imagination, 
once again takes us by surprise, reminding us that he still  
remains one of the most interesting figures in Polish film. 

A Few Stories about Man  
dir.: Bogdan Dziworski,  
DOP: Krzysztof Ptak,  
prod.: Educational Film 
Studio in łódź

SeLeCTeD fILMOgRAPHY:

The Cross and the Axe / Krzyż i topór (1972)

A Threnody for the Town of Szydłów / Tren dla miasta  
Szydłowa (1974)

Georg Philipp Telemann’s Travels from Żary to Pszczyna  
/ Podróże Georga Philippa Telemanna z Żar do Pszczyny (1974)

Modern Pentathlon / Pięciobój nowoczesny (1975)

The Dwarfs and Orphan Mary / O krasnoludkach i sierotce  
Marysi (1975)

Ice Hockey / Hokej (1976)

The Olympics / Olimpiada (1978)

Nordic Combination / Dwubój klasyczny (1978)

The Arena of Life / Arena życia (1979)

Ski Scenes with Franz Klammer / Sceny narciarskie  
z Franzem Klammerem (1980)

The Fencer / Fechmistrz (1980)

Inhale – Exhale / Wdech – wydech (1981)

A Few Stories about Man / Kilka opowieści o człowieku (1983)

Szapito (1984)

Hommage à Beksiński (1985)

Sleep / Sen (1987)

I Can See / Widzę (1988)

The Prisoner / Więzień (1990)

Plus Minus or Fly Trips to the East / Plus minus, czyli  
podróże muchy na Wschód (2015)
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A MAN WITH A PAST, A WOMAN AT A TUR-
NING POINT

Call Me Marianna 
Mów mi Marianna

‘I need another place. Will there be peace? I need another 
world. This one’s nearly gone. Still have too many dreams.’* 
This is a fragment of the song featured at the end of the docu-
mentary Call Me Marianna. It would be difficult to find other 
words to better describe the situation of Wojciech, a man who 
today would like to be addressed with a female name: Marian-
na. It would also be difficult to find anyone who would give the 
protagonist more empathy, sensitivity, and attention than the 
film’s director, Karolina Bielawska. She accompanies Marian-
na through her struggles and fears, witnessing her burgeon-
ing confidence. The images shown through Kacper Czubak’s 
camera lens are detailed, but without invading the protagonist’s 
privacy. The cinematographer shows sensitivity to detail and 
knows when to back down, aware that some things can be 
better seen from the distance. Bielawska skilfully multiplies 
different points of view. She tracks the day-to-day life of trans-
sexual Marianna; she studies her protagonist’s feelings and 
motivations while filming a reading rehearsal for a play based 
on Marianna’s story. She explores the past, gradually revealing 
it through photographs and videos dug out from a family album. 
‘This is not about dressing up’ – Wojciech explains. ‘So what is it 
about?’ – asks his wife. Bielawska’s documentary is a story about 
reawakening, about the joys and the pains of building a new life. 
The director sees both the small joys and the great tragedies, 
adopting the point of view of her protagonist. The story is told 
with great emotion, but also with considerable sense of humour. 
This gives this tale an unusual tranquillity and balance. The 
distance counteracts the intimacy; the harsh realism is softened 
by the recurring lyrical song by Antony and the Johnsons. The 
result is a wonderful combination of opposites: femininity and 
masculinity, content and form. (Anna Bielak)
* Another World by Antony and the Johnsons

DIR.: kAROLINA BIeLAwSkA • POLAND • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 75’ 

JUST MEN THINGS

Unstoppables 
Niepowstrzymani 

Unstoppables starts like a western: American music, wildness 
of heart, real men. The fast-paced action soon reveals that 
this is a thing about football. Bartosz M. Kowalski knows 
how to convey the atmosphere of the changing room, 
harsh clashes during training, and growing excitement on 
the football field. He knows what makes for a good show 
and how to create it using simple elements of cinematic 
language – dynamic editing, atmospheric music. The director 
of Unstoppables is fascinated by the usual die-hard football 
supporters, but he also has curiosity about the ordinary – 
a trait common to all fine documentary filmmakers, who have 
the ability to perceive and convey the drama hiding in the 
everyday life.’I can’t imagine a life without football!’ – says 
the coach of the Seahawks Gdynia team. But Kowalski does 
imagine and does see a great deal more.
The director focuses on three players: Krzysztof, Sebastian and 
Marcin. Although they couldn’t be more different, they get along 
best playing for the team, when they are forced to complement 
each other. The first is a tattooed lawyer with a past and a body 
of a bodybuilder. The second is a fitness instructor in search 
of a wife. The third is a sculpture and architecture student at the 
Academy of Fine Arts who suffers from hearing impairment.
Kowalski observes each of the protagonists, listening to their 
stories of great expectations and recurring fears. He does not 
censor their language nor does he judge what they have to say, 
the things they desire, and the way they live their lives. In 
between matches the real life goes on, and it is as interesting 
as the team’s fight for victory. This story about Polish football, 
original in its own right, at some point becomes something 
more: a story about life, about frequent failures and sporadic 
victories, about strength and perseverance in fighting for what 
counts the most. (Anna Bielak)

DIR.: BARTOSz M. kOwALSkI • POLAND • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 73’ 
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WHERE ARE YOU, MOM?

k2. Touching the Sky 
K2. Dotknąć nieba

Carrier or motherhood? Eliza Kubarska takes this rather 
unoriginal question and puts it in such an unconventional 
context that looking for the answer becomes a true adventure. 
The challenge that she poses before the members of the 
documented climbing expedition requires not physical stamina, 
but rather complete honesty, great strength of spirit, and 
courage to face their greatest fears and traumas from the past. 
Before confronting the children of the mountaineers who 
died climbing K2, Kubarska turns the camera lens to herself. 
We see a woman genuinely concerned with the dilemma 
whether a person who risks his or her life on a daily basis has 
the right to give life to others. The parents of Łukasz, the father 
of Hania, and the mother of Lindsay and Chris died tragically 
in 1986. During that dark summer, K2 took the life of thirteen 
mountaineers. In some places there are still commemorative 
plaques attached to the face of the rock, in others there are 
metal plates with names of the dead bumping against the stone. 
Hauntingly beautiful music by Michał Jacaszek permeates the 
air around. Radosław Ładczuk’s camerawork captures both 
the impressive mountain views and the small gestures of the 
people. Kubarska confronts her protagonists with the past, 
while confronting herself with the thought of how would her 
own child feel if she were to go into the mountains and never 
come back. She is aware that during climbing one does not think 
or care about social roles,the past, or the future. K2. Touching 
the Sky is an intimate documentary about life and death. Shot at 
the feet of K2, the film tackles both. However, it does so without 
being overly emotional or sentimental; Kubarska does not claim 
to have the right to make any conclusive statements. But she 
does make us realise that life is as unpredictable and capricious 
as the mountains, and that love is always a little bit selfish and 
requires sacrifice – just like all true passions. (Anna Bielak)

DIR.: eLIzA kUBARSkA • POLAND, UK, GERMANY • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 72’ 

FAMILY SECRETS OF MICHAł W.

AgfA 1939. Journey into war 
AgFA 1939. Podróż w czasy wojny

Not everyone likes to dabble in the past. Post-war children 
rarely ask previous generation about what it was like, what 
happened during the war, and what emotions did it stir. 
Michał’s mother prefers not to open old wounds. Michał, 
however, cannot stop thinking about the stack of photographs 
that his uncle, Aleksander Eligiusz, took from a German 
soldier that he killed. Black and white photographs depict men 
and women that no one in the family recognises. So Michał 
decides to launch an investigation, taking viewers on a journey 
into his family’s history: one of many stories that make up the 
tale of two nations dealing with the echoes of World War II.
The grandson approaches Polish and German history with 
a naiveté unusual in a researcher. He seizes all clues and 
follows all leads in hope of finding a trace of the German 
soldier. In the beginning of his investigation he comes along 
a short recording that becomes the film’s Hitchcockian 
McGuffin. We do not know what it means or what will happen 
to the person who wants to know more. The secret is tempting 
and makes the film interesting, even as the grandson struggles 
to find traces of his protagonist. Despite the subject that has  
already been explored in countless other documentaries, 
we accompany the artist in his journey, because his 
perspective is so infectiously refreshing. 
The strength of the film lies in the director’s complete 
dedication to the cause; in the uncommon faith that the steps 
taken to solve the mystery would always lead to a happy 
ending. The grandson – the director – lets himself get 
carried away by an idea. He sets off to the unknown. And 
even if his documentary show only that failure is sometimes 
unavoidable, it also reminds us of the importance and value 
of simple curiosity – both for an individual and for history 
in general. (Anna Bielak)

DIR.: MICHAŁ wNUk • POLAND • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 54’ 
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NOCTURNAL CONVERSATIONS

end of the world 
Koniec świata

The protagonist of the latest film by Monika Pawluczuk 
is… the radio, and specifically one of the night-time radio 
talk-shows in Radio Łódź. It was during that show that, 
according to the Maya calendar, the world was supposed 
to end. The document follows intimate conversations with 
the listeners of the show, interviewed by the host about their 
private end of the world. For some, the end of the world was 
losing a beloved one, for others, a special moment in their 
childhood that marked their adult life. While listening to their 
stories, we observe the work of an ambulance dispatcher and 
his conversations with people seeking solace at this number. 
There is also a taxi driver: in his car, we witness a personal 
dialogue with the night-time talk-show.
The title of Pawluczuk’s film is somewhat misleading. It brings 
to mind a bunch of catastrophic films filled with eye-catching 
special effects. However, only a few scenes are sufficient 
to realise that, in fact, the atmosphere is contemplative, subtly 
submerging the viewers in the mind of the protagonists as 
well as their own. The end of the world is merely an excuse for 
establishing a dialogue, for opening to other people about the 
things important in one’s life.
In End of the World, these nocturnal conversations acquire 
a universal dimension. For less than an hour we listen to the 
stories of several people, but somehow it seems as if it were the 
voice of a single person. The merit goes to the director: instead 
of simple and obtrusive shots typical of a documentary, she 
decides to include video recordings from the city monitoring 
system and blurry images of blocks of flats by night. This 
makes all the irrelevant details – such as faces, names, 
labels –fade away, bringing to the spotlight the things that 
all documentary filmmakers consider the most beautiful and 
precious in a human being. (Daniel Stopa)

DIR.: MONIkA PAwLUCzUk • POLAND • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 40’ 

TO THE DEATH

Life of a Butterfly 
Życie motyla 

He is aggressive, crude, and filled with hatred. On the 
ring he brushes with death; in his everyday life, he tries 
to live well – as a partner, a father, a friend. He feels that 
no one understands him, no one has similar problems 
dealing with negative emotions. Marcin ‘Różal’ Rożalski is 
a wrestler. He unleashes his anger on the ring. He says that 
this is where he would like to die, and we believe him. Life 
of a Butterfly by Piotr Bernaś is a portrayal of a person for 
whom ordinary life is the biggest challenge of all. Rożal’s 
drama – so genuine and disturbingly realistic – matches up 
to the stories of fictional athletes brought to the silver screen: 
Randy Robinson in The Wrestler by Daren Aronofsky or Mark 
Schultz in Foxcatcher by Bennett Miller. 
These comparisons seem unavoidable and even justified. 
Both put Life of a Butterfly in a good light. This proves that 
the director managed to organize chaos and find structure 
in a life that revolves around contradictory emotions. MMA 
wrestlers are not bound by any rules. They can do anything. 
For ‘Różal’ this freedom is both a blessing and a curse. 
We can see this thanks to Bernaś, who perceives the fears 
concealed under the protagonist’s tattooed skin, hidden 
under layers of muscles and stereotypes. He encourages 
‘Różal’ to open himself up and he manages to overcome 
certain barriers. However, not all boundaries are crossed, 
therefore proving the director’s respect for the protagonist 
and his awareness that the camera is not always a friend 
in whom one can confide all of his secrets. The space 
maintained by the director does not distance him from his 
protagonist; quite the opposite, it allows him to approach 
a certain truth about man. (Anna Bielak)

DIR.: PIOTR BeRNAŚ • POLAND • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 44’ 
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POLISH DOCS 
CATALOgUE OF FILMS
2014–2015

The Authors
DIR.: JANUSz MROzOwSkI • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 70’ • POLAND • PROD.: FILMOGENE 
JANUSZ MROZOWSKI • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL 

Four Polish female prisoners are taken in a police convoy to the premiere of a play 
about their lives, which they wrote. On their way to the theater the authors worry about 
how the audience will receive their tantalizing and often shocking stories. Whether the 
viewers will understand the message from prison and the authors’ wisdom resulting 
from years of isolation. At the same time, the director and actors worry if the authors will 
endorse their sometimes controversial interpretation of the play. What will be the result 
of that artistic clash? How will the writing change the prisoners’ lives?

Brick in the wall
DIR.: gRzegORz BRzOzOwSkI • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 23’ • POLAND, ROMANIA •  
PROD.: DAN NUTU – ARISTOTELES WORKSHOP, GRZEGORZ BRZOZOWSKI • CONTACT: 
KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

What does it mean for a family to live trying to build their house for 35 years 
– in vain? The father, a local acclaimed Romanian builder, lost his pride in this 
endeavor, while his 30‑year‑old son is trying to restore it. The film emphasizes the 
mother’s struggle to lead a normal life in the shadow of an unfinished dream, while 
her husband hesitates about finishing the house. Why does it take a lifetime to build 
a home? The contemporary, modernizing Romania appears as a land of destroyed, 
unfulfilled constructions – of both homes and family relationships.

TOTART or Reason Regained
DIR.: BARTOSz PADUCH • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 80’ • POLAND • PROD.: DAREK DIKTI IDEAS 
OFFICE • CONTACT: DARIUSZ DIKTI, DAREK@DIKTI.PL

A documentary about TOTART, an artistic formation from gdańsk whose 
iconoclastic and mocking appearances shook up the grim People’s Poland reality 
of the 1980s. The director and the guests appearing in the film do their best 
to understand the phenomenon of the group’s spiritual leader and ideologue 
Zbigniew Sajnóg and his mysterious disappearance. In a broader perspective this 
is also a story about the generation of late communism and the period soon after 
the political transformation in Poland.

The Big Man
DIR.: JĘDRzeJ MICHALAk • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 19’ • POLAND • PROD.: JĘDRZEJ 
MICHALAK • CONTACT: MICHALAKJEDRZEJ@GMAIL.COM

Ferico is the Polish male stripper champion. He is ambitious, spending most 
of his life dancing in the night clubs and working out in the gym. Ferico’s next goal 
is to start a family. Unfortunately, his girlfriend finds it hard to accept a stripper’s 
lifestyle.
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Children Calling
DIR.: ANDRzeJ MAńkOwSkI • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 30’ • POLAND • PROD.: TVP 2.,  
BIAłY SMOK PRODUCTION • CONTACT: BIALYSMOK.PRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM

Children Calling is a film about the Telephone Helpline for Children and Youth 
116 111. Counselors of 116 111 work in a small apartment in Warsaw. They receive 
more than 400 daily phone calls from all around Poland. Fear of air accident, parting 
with a boyfriend, an alcoholic father, an exhibitionist teacher, drowsiness caused 
by swallowing a dozen of pills – counselors must be able to face all the problems 
of the children...

(Dis)appearance
DIR.: MAgDALeNA ŁAzARkIewICz • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 67’ • POLAND •  
PROD.: MEDIABRIGADE, THE NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL INSTITUTE, TVP 2 • CONTACT:  
CYPRIAN@MEDIABRIGADE.PL

An impression about the director’s husband Piotr Łazarkiewicz, also a director, who 
passed away 6 years ago. This isn’t a strictly biographical story, nor is it a summary 
of his artistic career. It’s a mosaic composed of fragments of his artistic works, and 
a very personal attempt at confronting one question: how to describe somebody 
close who passed away? How not to lock him in a rigid corset of an epitaph? How 
to face the experience of death of a beloved one without focusing on the pain and 
how to show who he really was, instead of an image created after his passing?

I Am kuba
DIR.: ASe SveNHeIM DRIveNeS • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 60’ • POLAND, NORWAY, GERMANY  
• PROD.: AMP POLSKA, TONE GROTTJORD FOR SANT & USANT AS, ANITA REHOFF LARSEN, 
MA.JA.DE V • HEINO DECKERT • CONTACT: EDWARD@POREMBNY.COM

When the family business goes bankrupt, Kuba (aged 12) and Mikołaj’s 
(aged 8) parents are forced to leave Poland to find work abroad. I Am Kuba is 
a coming‑of‑age film about Kuba who takes care of his little brother while his 
parents are away. As times goes by, Kuba becomes a teenager and rejects the 
enormous responsibilty laid on his young shoulders. The situation escalates when 
Kuba is taken to juvenile court accused of vandalism. His family is forced to take 
a life‑changing decision.

Something Better to Come
DIR.: HANNA POLAk • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 100’ • POLAND, DENMARK • PROD.: HANNA 
POLAK FILMS, DANISH DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION • CONTACT: KURSTEIN@DFI.DK

11‑year‑old Yula lives in one of the most desolate places on Earth: the Svalka, 
the biggest junkyard in Europe, 20 km from the center of Moscow. Surrounded 
by barbed wire and guards, the area is closely monitored to keep intruders out. 
But in the junkyard lives a group of people in a small, lawless society. These 
people make up Yula’s closest family; here she lives her life, and from here her 
future springs.

Solidarity According to women
DIR.: MARTA DzIDO, PIOTR ŚLIwOwSkI • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 103’ • POLAND •  
PROD.: EMOTIKONFILM • CONTACT: EMOTIKONFILM@GMAIL.COM

Solidarity According to Women is a story about forgotten heroines of the Solidarity 
revolution – brave women whose wisdom and determination helped bring about 
a change of the political reality in Poland. The guide to the story and the link 
between two aspects of the film – the past and the present – is Marta Dzido. 
Born in 1981, symbolic daughter of the Solidarity movement, makes an attempt 
at locating and reinstating women who were written out of recent Polish history.
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Together, written Separately
DIR.: ANNA kASPeRSkA • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 16’ • POLAND • PROD.: ANNA KASPERSKA  
• CONTACT: FOTOGRAFISTKA@GMAIL.COM

The film is a story about a moden family, but it also touches upon a broader context 
of political transformation in Poland after 1989. This short film is an unique mix 
of private and public archives, also including present footage. This unconventional  
patchwork creates questions that, although shown through an individual story, 
in their sense are universal. They are questions about the connections that exist 
between people, but also between the public and the private, between the history 
and the present.

15 Corners of the world
DIR.: zUzANNA SOLAkIewICz • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 79’ • POLAND, GERMANY •  
PROD.: ENDORFINA STUDIO • CONTACT: MARTA GOLBA, MGOLBA@ENDORFINASTUDIO.COM

Eugeniusz Rudnik revolutionised the idea of music itself with a pair of scissors and 
a magnetic tape. As part of the legendary Experimental Studio of Polish Radio, he 
revealed hidden value in rough and rejected sounds long before the rise of the DJ. 
15 Corners of the World is an attempt of visual interpretation of Rudnik’s’ music. 
Moving images reveal a miracle that emerged in the age of tape recorders and 
disappeared with the advent of computers. The wonder of the analogue era.

1989
DIR.: MICHAŁ BIeLAwSkI • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 57’ • POLAND • PROD.: UNLIMITED  
FILM OPERATIONS, TVP, EUROPEJSKIE CENTRUM SOLIDARNOŚCI, SOLIDARITY OF ARTS • 
CONTACT: BIELAWSKI@UNLIMITEDFILM.PL

The Polish Round Table Agreement between the opposition and the Communists 
led to legalising Solidarity and organising democratic elections, the first ones after 
the end of WWII. It turned out to be the beginning of political, economic and social 
changes. It forced the opposition to take responsibility for rebuilding the ruined 
country and doomed it to gradual loss of social support. The film is an original 
outlook on the changes caused by the Polish Round Table Agreement, an account 
of Polish state of mind in the turbulent period of recent history.

Pill Junkies
DIR.: BARTOSz STASzewSkI • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 76‘ • POLAND • PROD.: BARTOSZ 
STASZEWSKI • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

The protagonists of the film are immigrants who, during the period of martial 
law in the 80s Poland, emigrated to Sweden. There is one thing that Tadeusz 
and Krystyna have in common apart from their difficult past – their prescription 
drugs addiction. The footage presented in the film was filmed for many years. 
Throughout the film we see our protagonists struggling with their addiction,  
both to drugs and to each other.

The Queen of Silence
DIR.: AgNIeSzkA zwIefkA • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 80’ • GERMANY, POLAND  
• PROD.: MA.JA.DE. FILMPRODUKTIONS, CHILLI PRODUCTIONS, HBO EUROPE •  
CONTACT: INA ROSSOW‑ INFO@DECKERT‑DISTRIBUTION.COM

Ten‑year‑old Denisa is an outcast in many ways. She is an illegal citizen living in 
a gypsy camp in Poland, a woman in a patriarchal society and, more importantly, 
she doesn’t speak, as no one has ever diagnosed her severe hearing disability. 
She lives in a world of her own, full of rhythm and dance, imitating the glamorous 
women featured in the Bollywood DVDs she found in a nearby garbage dump. 
When she dances, she can be anyone she wants, even a queen, and she can 
express what she can’t say – joy, sadness and fear.
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A Documentary film
DIR.: MARCIN PODOLeC • 2015 • ANIMATED DOCUMENTARY • 7’ • POLAND • PROD.: POLISH 
NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, 
KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

Portrait of a father, whose adult children live their own lives far away from him. 
Director follows his daily routine at the swimming pool, at work, at home and –  
most importantly – he explores his emotions. It’s a film about complicated 
relationships.

The Dybbuk. A Tale of wandering Souls
DIR.: kRzYSzTOf kOPCzYńSkI • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 85’ • POLAND, UKRAINE, SWEDEN  
• PROD.: EUREKA MEDIA – KRZYSZTOF KOPCZYńSKI, MOMENTO FILM, MAGIKA FILM •  
CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

30 thousand Hasidim travel to Ukraine to celebrate the Jewish New Year at the 
gravesite of their holy leader Rebbe Nachman. A Ukrainian far‑right group erects 
a cross at the site of Hasidic prayers and builds a monument to Cossacks who 
slaughtered thousands of Jews and Poles in 1768.

end of the world
DIR.: MONIkA PAwLUCzUk • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 40’ • POLAND • PROD.: WAJDA STUDIO  
• CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

An intimate, creative and visual film about one night when people in a big city, 
troubled by loneliness, want to talk to someone. Some of them call 112, even if it 
is not really necessary, while others call a radio station, where the host asks them 
question about the end of the world and what it means to each one of us. They 
talk about things that are tragic, painful, insignificant, funny. Their need to be 
heard, to share their experience with someone else is evident and moving. The 
radio is a motif linking this nights’ event, binding the elements of the film in terms 
of structure and meaning and being the source of the most important questions.

Object
DIR.: PAULINA SkIBIńSkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 15’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO – 
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION, PUK STUDIO • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW  
FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL 

Object is a creative and abstract image of an underwater search. The action takes 
place in two worlds – ice desert and underwater. The story is told from the point 
of view of the rescue team, of the diver entering the underwater entirely covered 
by ice, and of the ordinary people waiting on the shore.

freedom for Asia Bibi
DIR.: MACIeJ gRABYSA, MICHAŁ kRÓL • 2014 • DOCUMENTARY • 84’ • POLAND, SPAIN • 
PROD.: SALESIAN MISSIONARY VOLUNTARY SERVICE – YOUTH FOR THE WORLD, RAFAEL 
PUBLISHING HOUSE, HAZTEOIR.ORG, CITIZENGO • CONTACT: MICHAL.KROL@SWM.PL

Asia Bibi is a Pakistani Christian woman who was convicted of blasphemy 
by a Pakistani court, receiving a sentence of death by hanging. She was involved in 
an argument with a group of Muslim women with whom she had been harvesting 
berries. She was subsequently accused of insulting the Islamic prophet Muhammad, 
a charge she denies, and was arrested and imprisoned. In November 2010, 
a Sheikhupura judge sentenced her to death. If executed, she would be the first 
woman in Pakistan to be lawfully killed for blasphemy.
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The Place
DIR.: JULIA POPŁAwSkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 14‘ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO – 
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, 
KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

In a workplace situated higher than any other in Poland, the constant nocturnal 
observation of the surrounding world is a norm. The employees suspended beyond 
time and space in The Place remain at their posts, unshaken and immovable, despite 
difficulties, adversities, and startling situations.

AgfA 1939
DIR.: MICHAŁ wNUk • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 54’ • POLAND • PROD.: MAGDALENA KAMIńSKA 
• CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

A young Polish filmmaker Michał Wnuk finds an AgFA box containing 120 photo‑ 
graphs and 2 reels of 16mm film. For the first time, he gets to see World War II 
through the eyes of his grandfather, who served in the Wehrmacht. Soon Michał 
discovers that the box didn’t belong to his grandfather but to his great‑uncle Elek – 
an anti‑german fighter and a decorated war hero. Michał uncovers the intriguing 
story behind the AgFA box, travelling across Poland and germany in a journey that 
leads him back to the last summer days of 1939.

If I Only were a Spider
DIR.: kATARzYNA wARzeCHA, MARTYNA MAJewSkA, ALeX CASIANOv • 2015 • 
DOCUMENTARY • 18‘ • POLAND • PROD.: KRZYSZTOF KIESLOWSKI RADIO AND TELEVISION 
DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, 
KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

In an idyllic setting lies a village school – the smallest one in the EU, boasting a total 
of five children. Its students have a very pragmatic worldview and shape their dreams 
accordingly. They are more like adults than children. Only Christian allows himself 
to be swept away by imagination, entangled in a spider web of his fantasies. Will the 
world accept this fragile superhero? This is a film about the standard rejecting that 
what is different, and about those different fighting to stay different.

Bruno Schulz
DIR.: ADAM SIkORA • DOCUMeNTARY • 2015 • 57’ • POLAND • PROD.: LARGO FILM STUDIO – 
AGNIESZKA TRACZEWSKA • CONTACT: LARGO@STUDIOLARGO.COM.PL

Bruno Schulz is one of the most well‑known and inspirational Polish‑Jewish artists. 
Through his creative work, comparable to the achievements of Franz Kafka, he 
transformed his hometown Drohobycz and the galicia province into somewhat 
of a promised land. The documentary reveals the magic of Schulz’s prose and his 
art which have fascinated so many people all over the world. Moreover, the film 
leads the viewer along the footsteps of the artist’s life, his mysteries, manuscripts, 
drawings, and women. The memories of witnesses are combined with the images 
of Schultz’s obsessive mythology of reality and of dreams.

Jurek
DIR.: PAweŁ wYSOCzAńSkI • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 73’ • POLAND • PROD.: BLACK AND 
WHITE PRODUCTIONS • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

In 1989, Jerzy Kukuczka died during a Lhotse climbing expedition. It was the first 
time that he went to the Himalayas with as a truly famous mountaneer, with money 
and good equipment. The film does not, however, concentrate on the mystery of his 
death. It shows a person who climbs higher and higher, both literally and symbolically. 
Interviews with family and friends, records, photographs, recordings, and excerpts 
from TV make up the portrait of the Himalaya mountaineers in the 80s. The film also 
shows the times in which they lived – hard and colourful at the same time.
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The exam
DIR.: fILIP gIeLDON • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 45’ • POLAND • PROD.: POLISH NATIONAL  
FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: DARIUSZ DUżYńSKI, OFFICE@STUDIOINDEKS.PL

Three protagonists take their high school graduation exam. Each of them has 
her own experiences that make the exam a special event in their life.

The Actress
DIR.: kINgA DĘBSkA, MARIA kONwICkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 72’ • POLAND •  
PROD.: FILM STUDIO KALEJDOSKOP • CONTACT: STUDIO@KALEJDOSKOP.ART.PL

The film tells the story of Elżbieta Czyżewska, one of the greatest Polish actresses 
of the 60s, the Polish Marylin Monroe, who died in 2010. Leaving aside her amazing 
career in Poland, the film focuses on her acting efforts in America, where she unex‑
pectedly moved with her husband. Friends and people who knew her speak openly 
about her disasterous marriage, her struggle with alcohol, finally won, and her attempts 
to come back to Poland. The Actress is also a story about life in exile and about accent 
that made her career in America impossible. This is an archetypical story of an actress 
at different stages of her career, at the top, at the bottom, and somewhere in between.

Life of a Butterfly
DIR.: PIOTR BeRNAŚ • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 44’ • POLAND • PROD.: ENDORFINA STUDIO  
• CONTACT: MARTA GOLBA, MGOLBA@ENDORFINASTUDIO.COM

An insight into the mechanisms of human self‑destruction. Marcin Różalski (35) is 
a martial arts veteran and a modern‑day gladiator. His life is a continuous fight tinted 
with deliberate and consistent destruction of his body and health. Life of a Butterfly 
is a story about the price one pays for reaching their aspirations. It is a tale of fear, 
hatred, and constant escape, as well as unconditional love of another person.

Czech Swan
DIR.: ALekSANDRA TeRPIńSkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 52’ • POLAND, CZECH REPUBLIC  
• PROD.: COLAB PICTURES • CONTACT: DANUTA GĘGOTEK, DANKA@COLABPICTURES.COM

Czech Swan is a humorous and uplifting story about a group of pensioners from 
a small Czech village, whose age doesn’t stop them from pursuing their dreams 
and whims with unbeatable enthusiasm. Hanna and her friends are members 
of a locally famous dancing group Majorettes, with only two years left to celebrate 
its 15th anniversary. To overcome a temporary crisis of popularity, they decide 
to incorporate Tchaikovsky’s classic Swan Lake into their dancing routine, with help 
of the National Ballet director and his debuting prima ballerina.

Casa Blanca
DIR.: ALekSANDRA MACIUSzek • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 60’ • POLAND, MEXICO • PROD.: 
KIJORA ANNA GAWLITA, NOMADAS, MUNK STUDIO – POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION, 
A. MACIUSZEK, TVP • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

Casa Blanca is a small fishing village in Cuba. Nelsa (aged 76) and her son Vladimir 
(aged 37), who suffers from Down syndrome, share a tiny room in an overcrowded 
multi‑family building. Vladimir is the only caretaker of ailing Nelsa, and Nelsa is the only 
person to watch over her son, who easily gets into trouble. Their relationship is filled 
with conflicts: she tries to control him, while he prefers helping fishermen at work, 
having fun and drinking rum with them. Every day Nelsa wanders the streets of Casa 
Blanca in search of her only child who didn’t come home. One day, she falls ill.
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Andrew
DIR.: TOMASz BLACHNICkI, ROBeRT N. wACHOwIAk • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 40’ •  
POLAND, USA • PROD.: JACEK KULCZYCKI • CONTACT: TVN, K.NOWAKOWSKA@TVN.PL

Andrew is a story about an athlete who cannot come to terms with his own 
weaknesses and the prospect of retiring from the ring forever. He cannot free 
himself from the memories of spectacular victories and equally spectacular defeats 
in fights for the world heavyweight boxing championship. The film exposes his 
loneliness in the brutal world of media and professional boxing. Only his wife, 
Mariola, despite the dramatic experiences related to her husband’s sports career, 
faithfully accompanies him in every important moment of his life.

Singing in exile
DIR.: NATHALIe ROSSeTTI, TURI fINOCCHIARO • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 77’ • POLAND, 
BELGIUM, FRANCE • PROD.: TOUCHFILMS • CONTACT: ALEKSANDRA WOJTASZEK,  
TOUCH@TOUCHFILMS.PL

Trying to pass on their ancestors’ heritage Aram and Virginia – an Armenian couple 
from the diaspora – takes a troupe of young European actors of the Wroclaw 
grotowski Institute on a journey to discover the places in Anatolia where this art 
once flourished. Along the way, their questions revive the wealth of an eradicated 
culture, while song and theater become universal languages of creation and sharing, 
a breath of life.

Little Big Team
DIR.: kRYSTIAN kAMIńSkI • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 53’ • POLAND • PROD.: FILM FICTION  
• CONTACT: OFFICE@FILM‑FICTION.COM

In a small Polish village, there is a unique football team that lost its last 40 matches. 
Bohdan Kwaśniak, the team’s all‑in‑one president, coach, and player, still believes 
that his team is bound for great success. To motivate the players and the village folk, 
he decides to organize open days at the LZS Chrzastawa football team.

fading
DIR.: PIOTR BROŻek • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 45’ • POLAND • PROD.: STOWARZYSZENIE 
FOLKOWISKO • CONTACT: MAGDALENA BARTECKA, MEDIA@FOLKOWISKO.PL

Two young modern people – an aristocrat painter and an ‘educated village 
woman’ – visit small villages in the southern part of Poland. During this trip they 
will confront their emotions and their families’ history, while trying to answer 
the question of whether our origin determines who we are. Can a descendant 
of oppressed peasants and a descendant of the aristocratic elite understand 
one another? Is reconciliation between them possible?

Call Me Marianna
DIR.: kAROLINA BIeLAwSkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 75’ • POLAND • PROD.: FILM STUDIO 
KALEJDOSKOP • CONTACT: STUDIO@KALEJDOSKOP.ART.PL

Marianna is an attractive 40‑year‑old woman who has just sued her parents in order 
to undergo a sex change. Confronted with the idea of losing what she holds dearest 
to her – her family – she must face the chilling reminder of the sacrifices one must 
make to be true to themselves.
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figure
DIR.: kATARzYNA gONDek • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 9’ • POLAND • PROD.: LARGO FILM 
STUDIO • CONTACT: AGNIESZKA TRACZEWSKA LARGO@STUDIOLARGO.COM.PL

It’s white and windy everywhere. A gigantic figure emerges from behind the snow 
curtain and hits the road. It passes towns, villages, houses, to land on top of a hill, 
next to spiders, saints and bumper cars. Figure is a surreal tale about creating myths, 
about religious kitsch, and about the desire for greatness. Who is our protagonist? 
A resident of the world’s largest sacral miniature park. A gigantic contradiction.

Talk to Me
DIR.: MARTA PRUS • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 44’ • POLAND • PROD.: TELEMARK,  
POLISH NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONATCT: MACIEJ KUBICKI,  
MACIEJ.KUBICKI@TELEMARK.COM.PL

‘I went to the Centre for Dysfunctional Young People in Warsaw looking for a subject 
for a film. There, I met Krzysiek, a 21‑year‑old marijuana addict, whose looks and 
intelligence made him stand out from the crowd. I found the subject for a film, 
but many hard questions arose’. Who is the director in a documentary? Does the 
director have the right to interfere with the protagonist’s life? What happens when 
the protagonist’s attitude towards the director turns into love? Talk to Me shows 
a unique relationship between a documentary film director and her protagonist.

Plus Minus or fly Trips to the east
DIR.: BOgDAN DzIwORSkI • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 48’ • POLAND • PROD.: PAISA FILMS • 
CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

Bogdan Dziworski returns after twenty‑five years of artistic silence with an extremely 
personal story, a diary of the artist’s journey to georgia. Plus Minus or Fly Trips to the 
East is a phantasmagoric story about the cult of Joseph Stalin – a special figure in 
Dziworski’s childhood. A long time passed since I made the decision to visit the 
leader’s homeland – says the protagonist in the voice‑over commentary.

Piano
DIR.: vITA DRYgAS • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 45’ • POLAND • PROD.: DRYGAS PRODUCTION  
• CONTACT: VITA.DRYGAS@GMAIL.COM

A piano, meant to reinforce a barricade at the Ukrainian Euromaidan protest, 
became a participant and a symbol of the Ukrainian revolution. The instrument drew 
together the fates of the film’s protagonists. Soon after, the piano also united the 
protesters participating in the Euromaidan demonstrations. Defying ice and snow, 
every day and night they sang the Ukrainian national anthem and folk songs. The 
instrument proved to be more dangerous than Molotov cocktails... The authorities 
called the players ‘piano extremists’.

endblum
DIR.: wIOLA SOwA, DOROTA kRAkOwSkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 11’ • POLAND  
• PROD.: WIOLA SOWA, DOROTA KRAKOWSKA • CONTACT: WIOLASOWA@WP.PL

The film Endblum depicts the atmosphere of everyday life of Jews in Eastern Europe 
before 1939 and metaphorically marks their absence in the present. The first part 
of the film was made using historical footage and the the second one consists 
of contemporary shots of a synagogue juxtaposed with the song of a rabbi singing 
Kol Nidrei: ‘May all the people of Israel be forgiven, including all the strangers who 
live in their midst, for all the people are in fault’.
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football Brothers
DIR.: MARCIN fILIPOwICz • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 26’ • POLAND • PROD.: WAJDA STUDIO  
• CONTACT: KGRYNIENKO@WAJDASCHOOL.PL

The film follows the lives of two brothers: 14‑year‑old Mateusz and 13‑year‑old 
Łukasz, who live in a small mountain village in southern Poland. Like many boys 
their age, they have a dream – they want to become famous football players. The 
documentary presents the initial and usually the toughest stage in the life of these 
young protagonists that may lead them to making their life‑long dream come true. 
This is also a story about a father who must prepare his sons to leave their family 
home and to face the world on their own.

Snails
DIR.: gRzegORz SzCzePANIAk • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 35’ • POLAND • PROD.: WAJDA 
STUDIO • CONTACT: KGRYNIENKO@WAJDASCHOOL.PL

The French are outraged! One of every two snails on their table comes from Poland. 
The Polish snail farming industry is growing, while Polish farmers export their snails 
not only to France or Italy, but they are also conquering China and Japan. The 
popularity of the ‘snail coin’ convinces two friends, Andrzej and Konrad, to start their 
own farm that will bring them millions. Their guide to the secrets of the industry is 
grzegorz, a long‑time snail farming expert.

Alarm Clock
DIR.: PIOTR MAŁeCkI • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 30’ • POLAND • PROD.: WAJDA STUDIO • 
CONTACT: KGRYNIENKO@WAJDASCHOOL.PL

Cyprian, Filip, Ola, and Kuba are four among the fifteen children patients in 
a long‑term coma. Their parents are determined to bring them back to life. 
The film presents an unusual story about people who are not giving up in the 
face of tragedy. They are filled with hope, fighting for their children’s recovery 
at the Alarm Clock clinic located near Warsaw. For children in comma, most 
Polish hospitals are no more than a storage place, while the Alarm Clock clinic is 
a worldwide phenomenon – it has only fifteen beds, but it managed to wake up 
eight patients in a year.

k2 – Touching the Sky
DIR.: eLIzA kUBARSkA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 72’ • POLAND, UK, GERMANY • PROD.: WAJDA 
STUDIO, BRAIDMADE FILMS, HBO EUROPE • CONTACT: KGRYNIENKO@WAJDASCHOOL.PL

In 1986, several dozen alpinists from all over the world met to climb K2, the second 
highest mountain on the planet. The season turned into a series of tragic events, 
leaving 13 climbers dead. 30 years later, the director of the film together with a group 
of grown‑up children of acclaimed climbers sets out on an expedition to reach K2 
base camp, their parent’s symbolic burial place. They will challenge themselves 
to face the past and to understand the force that once seduced and eventually killed 
their parents. In the meantime, the director being a woman and an experienced 
mountaneer asks herself: Is my passion worth the risk? Should I have a child?

Island
DIR.: NATALIA kRASILNIkOvA • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 18’ • POLAND • PROD.: WAJDA 
STUDIO • CONTACT: KGRYNIENKO@WAJDASCHOOL.PL

The film’s protagonist is Mykola golowan, an elderly sculptor from a Ukrainian town 
of Lutsk, where he has been building his unique house for over 30 years now. The 
place has become a tourist attraction: people come here to take a souvenir photo 
with the house, and sometimes with the artist himself. The film, however, focuses 
on the everyday life of golowan, who is devoted to the work that he loves and does 
not pay much attention to his own popularity. It is a story about the peacefulness 
of solitude.
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more at www.polishdocs.pl

Paradise on earth
DIR.: CeCYLIA MALIk • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 52’ • POLAND • PROD.: AKADEMIA MULTI ART  
• CONTACT: MAGDALENA.DRAPALA@AKADEMIAMULTIART.PL

The film presents two years of Cecylia Malik’s acquaintance with her homeless 
neighbours. They unexpectedly invite the artist to their wedding and so begins their 
relationship. Since then, they visit Cecylia every morning to be given coffee. Despite 
their difficult situation, they have something special – a passionate love. Cecylia 
invites them to an art project and they show her the unknown side of the city. 
For both parties this relationship is a completely new and powerful experience.

Unstoppables
DIR.: BARTOSz M. kOwALSkI • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 73’ • POLAND  
• PROD.: HBO POLAND, FILM IT • CONTACT: KATARZYNA WILK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, 
KATARZYNA.WILK@KFF.COM.PL

A story of great passion, true determination, and the power of friendship. Its main 
characters are Krzysztof, Sebastian, and Marcin – three different personalities, three 
different players of Seahawks gdynia, brought together by the passion they share. 
There are many things that divide them, but playing in one team blurs all divisions and 
makes them understand one another. They work and spend their free time at training 
sessions, making painstaking preparations for the upcoming games. The documentary 
offers a glimpse into their private lives, training routines and stunning matches.

Love, Love
DIR.: gRzegORz zARICzNY • 2015 • DOCUMENTARY • 22’ • POLAND • PROD.: LUNAFILM 
KRZYSZTOF RIDAN, POLSKI INSTYTUT SZTUKI FILMOWEJ • CONTACT: MAELSTROM.GZ@WP.PL

Katie, a volatile 16 year‑old girl, lives in Krakow. Her parents gave up the fight for 
a better life many years ago, but Katie still believes that is possible to change her 
fate. She is an apprentice at a small hairdressing salon. Katie believes that becoming 
a perfect hairdresser is the only way to change her life. Also, she starts an online 
relationship with a mysterious stranger nicknamed Italiano.
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Signum  
The future of caves

Adriana Prodeus: Cave paintings seem like a perfect 
subject for you as an artist. Why did you decide to take 
it on only now, after half‑century of artistic work? Is it 
particularly difficult in terms of execution?
Witold Giersz: It is difficult for a number of reasons. 
The first challenge consists in the choice of style. When 
a prehistoric artist wanted to express movement such as 
running, he would draw a runner in the peak moment 
of motion, in its most characteristic stage. There have been 
many attempts of rendering this movement in animation, 
and the results were always similar. Many years passed be-
fore I realised that the solution was to represent prehistoric 
paintings not on the flat surface of paper, where they can be 
easily animated, but on stone. Because those bulls and ibex-
es move differently on the irregular surface of stone. The 
artists that created cave paintings, for instance those in 
Altamira, used natural protuberances and hollows in stone. 
The artists’ fascination with relief was essential.

AN INTERVIEW WITH WITOLD GIERSZ
Have you ever visited such a cave? What where your 
impressions?
When I was at the animation festival in Gijón in Asturias, I vis-
ited the Tito-Bustillo cave. It is the only one still open to visi-
tors, since access to Altamira and Lascaux has been restricted 
because of the damaging effect of carbon dioxide on the art-
work. I was surprised that the paintings there were so delicate, 
faded, barely visible. We were walking through the dark. The 
guide would illuminate them briefly with a flashlight, and at 
the end of the visit he put on the lights for a while and told us 
to memorise what we saw. Cave paintings are known through 
reproductions, which differ in terms of saturation, colour, con-
tours. The same painting can have extremely different tonal-
ities in different albums. When I was working on the designs 
used in the film, I had to partially reconstruct those images. 
When we look at prehistoric paintings, we can almost see 
ready‑made stages of motion. Is it really true, do these 
drawings truly reflect real motion?
Prehistoric artists were extremely focused on movement. They 
did not develop their graphic language starting with dots and 
lines, and then moving on to more complicated forms. It was 
the same as nowadays: some were simply more talented that 
others and tried to represent faithfully what they saw. There 

Witold Giersz, a prominent figure of Polish ani‑
mation and author of dozens of internationally 
acclaimed films, talks with Adriana Prodeus about 
working on his newest animation ‘Signum’.
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is no clumsiness in their art: a horse has wide withers not 
because the artist did not know how to draw it correctly, but 
because this was what tarpan’s ancestors looked like, and the 
artists represented them with great care in order to demon-
strate the animal’s strength. It was important for my film 
to have content without plot. I would not dare invent stories 
and attribute them to prehistoric artists. If there is action in 
those painting, it is strongly suggested: hunting, corralling 
larger animals towards a crevice, fleeing from danger. Primi-
tive artists were extremely perceptive. Their art had mytho-
logical character. But they also knew how to play with form. 
For instance, they painted a deer’s antlers forking like branch-
es of a tree. They were capable of representing them realisti-
cally, but for some reason they preferred to deform them, thus 
making the images more dynamic.
What techniques did you use to obtain results similar 
to prehistoric paintings? I am referring to colours, shading, 
texture of stone. How close are they to the originals?
I started by applying watercolours and ink on different kinds 
of unpolished sandstone and granite. But they were difficult 
to remove. It took a long time to dry stones between stages. 
So I decided to use crayon pastels. When removed with eras-
er, they leave a slight residue, but I learned to use those traces 
for creating a range of motion, similar to what McLaren did 
in Pas de deux.
Signum touches upon the origins of human imagination. 
What is the link between modern man and the dawn 
of the history of art?
Sensitivity in reproducing reality, and personal approach 
to what we experience.
In your films, you rendered the movements of almost 
every existing animal, from a panther to a horse. What are 
the challenges, if any, that you still encounter in making 
animations?

Time restraints have always been the greatest challenge. That 
was what forced me to expedite the making of e.g. The Horse 
and to make some concessions in the process; from today’s  
perspective, I would have liked to repeat some of the takes… 
When it comes to animals, cats remain challenging. Like all 
felines, they move languidly, but then they launch into sudden 
movement with great speed. For me, cats are perfect char-
acters. I am thinking about some of the drawings by Leszek 
Kałuża as a starting point.
Signum was screened in a shorter version; now, you have 
completed the extended version including the ibex scene. 
Why was this addition so important for the film as a whole? 
What does it change?
The scene was in the script from the start. I was pressed for 
time before, but now I wanted to show the whole film just like 
I imagined it from the start. With balance between the anima-
tion and the film’s photographic framework. The mentioned 
scene shows ibexes performing long jumps and complex move-
ments while trying to get across to the other side of the crevice.
The colour strokes in the film seem casual and improvised. 
However, the truth is that you normally prepare extreme‑
ly detailed drawing scripts. What was your process when 
making Signum?
I leave myself some freedom for adding things that come up 
in the process of drawing, but the structure of the film as 
a whole remains most important. In Signum, such key ele-
ments were the scenes of entering the cave in the beginning, 
and the finale with graffiti.
Music has always played an important part in your films. 
What was your vision of music when you were working 
with Krzesimir Dębski?

wITOLD gIeRSz – born in 1927. He is a visual artist, 
screenwriter and director of animated films who graduated from 
Film Directing faculty of Polish National Film School in łódź. He 
is an author of around sixty films, made using various animation 
techniques, that include: Little Western (1961), Red and Black 
(1964) and The Horse (1967). In recognition for his work he has 
received over eighty awards at the festivals in Cannes, Cork, 
Edinburgh, Oberhausen and Krakow to list just a few.

SeLeCTeD fILMOgRAPHY AND AwARDS:

Small Western / Mały western (1960) – Special Jury Prize at 4th 
Leipzig International Film Festival; Second Prize in the animated film 
category at the 1st Polish Short Film Festival in Krakow 

Awaiting / Oczekiwanie (co-director Ludwik Perski, 1962) – Jury 
Special Award Silver Palm at the International Film Festival in Cannes

Red&Black / Czerwone i czarne (1963) – Grand Prix in the animated 
film category at the 10th International Film Festival in Oberhausen; 
Bronze Hobby-Horse at the 4th Polish Short Film Festival in Kraków

Dinosaurus / Dinozaury (1963) – Golden Wawel Dragon in the 
educational film category at the 3rd Polish Short Film Festival 
in Kraków; The Main Award Golden Pelican at the International 
Animated Film Festival in Mamaia

Ladies and Gentlemen (1964) – Grand Prix in the animated film 
category at the International Film Festival in Oberhausen

Horse / Koń (1967) – Grand Prix Golden Hobby-Horse at the 7th 
Polish Short Film Festival in Kraków

Signum (2015)
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When I visited one of the caves near Fatima, there was opera 
music being played in the background, creating an interest-
ing ambiance. But I did not give Krzesimir any suggestions. 
When I showed him my film, he said that he had an idea for the 
music, and it turned out that we were thinking along the same 
lines. Voices of the choir, instruments like trembitas – they fit 
the paintings perfectly, and they allowed me to forgo sound 
effects. In this version, I only added the sounds of gallop.
An artist so skilled in the art of animation, a master of brev‑
ity and metaphor, goes back to the source, to the caves that 
witnessed the birth of art and man’s spirituality. For you, 
was it a symbolic return to the origins?
If there are any symbolic interpretations, they are purely coin-
cidental. Recently, I took part in a documentary about myself 
that involved me going to Poraj near Częstochowa, where 
I spent my childhood. We visited caves where I used to play 
as a boy. Funny, but at that point I did not suspect that this 
was going to be so significant in my life. I became fascinated 
in prehistoric art in high school. But this film is also, in a way, 
a return to my childhood.
Many of your own films were described as children’s films, 
while they were really universal. What type of viewer did 
you have in mind for this story?
Frankly speaking, I do not think about viewers while working 
on a film. The Little Western and The Red and the Black were 
also labelled as children’s films, but they are suitable for any 
viewer. The same applies to Signum. I believe that metaphors 
must be understandable to anyone; I always thought that films 
should not be hermetic, because then they do not fulfil their 

role. A work of art does not exist without a viewer. Venus from 
Milo became a work of art only after it was dug out of mud and 
seen by at least one pair of eyes.
We are losing a good animator and we are gaining a poor 
film director instead – this was what some said at the be‑
ginning of your individual career. You proved them wrong. 
Was your perfect technique as animator an advantage or 
a burden in making your own films? 
It helped me a lot, because representing motion is key 
to my work. And with time, I learned not to attach too much 
importance to things that are irrelevant for the film as a whole. 
I tend to go beyond the world depicted in the film, to look 
beyond the sheet of paper, breaking the rules of carefully cre-
ated but monotonous convention. In Signum, it was necessary 
to show cave paintings not only from the position of admira-
tion, but also with some distance and sense of humour.
Signum is an artist’s handprint. Would you say that this film 
is your handprint? That those ancient, unknown artists 
were as much the authors of the visual side of your film as 
yourself?
Very much so, they were indeed my co-authors. My work is 
secondary to theirs. I see my work as a continuation of their 
traditions. 

It was important for my film to have content 

without plot. I would not dare invent stories 

and attribute them to prehistoric artists.
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Fumi Studio specialises in producing short, artistic films 
(Hippos by Piotr Dumała), and is also one of the few film 
studios that also participate in the production of gradua-
tion films. A similar model has been adopted by WJTeam, 
currently producing, among others, the latest film by Anita 
Kwiatkowska-Naqvi (the author of the acclaimed Ab ovo) 
titled Locus. Short animations are among the most success-
ful Polish films abroad. Festival figures confirm this: in the 
last three years Polish animated shorts won 150 awards, 
were screened at prestigious film festivals in Annecy, 
Ottawa, and Zagreb, and were selected for competition at 
Berlinale (To Thy Heart, Ewa Borysewicz) and in Cannes 
(A Blue Room, Tomasz Siwiński).

FILMS FOR CHILDREN
The market of animated films aimed at the youngest audi-
ence is experiencing an equally dynamic growth. Since 2008, 
when General Director of the Polish Film Institute Agnieszka 
Odorowicz modified its Operational Programmes allowing 
support for the production of children’s TV series, the num-
ber of animated series has been growing. The most success-
ful recently were Agi Bagi (dir. Tomasz Niedźwiedź) pro-
duced by Badi Badi Studio, and Flapper & Friends (Krzysztof 
Brzozowski) produced by Se-Ma-For Studio. Both were given 
wide television distribution and the series were also screened 
in cinemas during matinees, which is no small feat in today’s 
Polish market. Other noteworthy productions include Mami 
Fatale (Łukasz Kacprowicz), created in collaboration by Grupa 
Smacznego and Studio Miniatur Filmowych, and Florka’s Diary 
(Janusz Martyn) by Anima-pol. The series were screened, 
among others, by television channels such as TVP ABC and 
Polsat Jim Jam. The Polish Film Institute remains the main 
source of financing for animated series, due to the continued 
little involvement of state-owned television channels. Mini-
Mini Plus children’s channel is one of few exceptions, current-
ly co-financing production of the next season of an educational 
animated series Striped Mouse (Leszek Nowicki). As to the 

what’s new?
POLISH ANIMATION TODAY. A REPORT ON THE MARKET

Contemporary Polish animated film is known 
to wide audience thanks to films such as 
‘Ziegenort’ (Tomasz Popakul), ‘The Lost Town 
of Switez’ (Kamil Polak), and ‘Paths of Hate’ 
(Damian Nenow). However, festival films 
represent only a small part of the animations 
produced nowadays in Poland.
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existing series, Animoon Studio, the producer of Bear Me 
(Katarzyna Wilk), is clearing new paths for distribution:  
the series is available exclusively on YouTube.
Polish film studios often turn to Polish book authors for 
inspiration. A Warsaw-based studio Human Ark is currently 
working on the first season of a 3D series Casparade, based on 
a series of books by Grzegorz Kasdepke, and Animoon Studio 
is turning a book by Przemysław Wechterowicz and Emilia 
Dziubak Hug Me Please into a 13-episode series for kids. An-
other noteworthy book adaptation is Basia, a work in progress 
by Grupa Smacznego, based on the books for kindergarteners 
by Zofia Stanecka and Marianna Oklejak.

ANIMATION ON THE BIG SCREEN
The Polish Film Institute also serves as the main source 
of funding for family films. This most profitable film format is 
only now gaining popularity in Poland. The maximum amount 
that the Polish Film Institute can allocate for a feature film 
is 3 million zlotys. This amount is insufficient and it covers 
only part of the production costs. Therefore, filmmakers must 
co-operate with foreign co-producers. In the last three years, 
nine Polish projects were presented at Cartoon Movie pitch-
ing. Some of them are still looking for a foreign partner.

One of the promising projects for family audiences is  
A Travel with Diplodok Dragon by Human Ark Animation  
Studio. The authors of this film adaptation of the famous 
comic book series by Tadeusz Baranowski are Wojtek 
Wawszczyk and Rafał Skarżycki, known for their George the 
Hedgehog. The project, which is still in development stage, 
has received funding from the Creative Europe programme 
and the Polish Film Institute.
Poland has also seen a growing number of ambitious, animated 
feature films aimed at adult audience. One example is Loving 
Vincent (Dorota Kobiela) produced by BreakThru Films and 
the producer Hugh Welchman, Oscar-winner for Peter and the 
Wolf. In Gdański, a team of several dozens of painters is cur-
rently working on the first feature film created in the painted 
animation technique. The film, dedicated to Vincent van Gogh 
and his work, is produced in collaboration with an English  
partner, while some of the required funding was raised 
through a campaign on Kickstarter.
Another much-anticipated work in progress is an animated 
documentary called Another Day of Life, a Polish, Spanish, 
German, and Belgian co-production. The film, based on a book 
by Ryszard Kapuściński on the war in Angola, combines doc-
umentary footage with animation. Its producer is the largest 
Polish animation studio, Platige Image, with Damian Nenow 
and a Spanish documentary filmmaker Raul de la Fuente as 
directors. Another work worth mentioning is the latest Polish 
and Romanian co-production by Anca Damian. Damian, 
known for The Path to Beyond (2011), recently completed her 
latest animation The Magic Mountain, a film devoted to Adam 
Jacek Winkler, an opposition activist and fighter in the Soviet- 
-Afghan war, co-produced by Filmograf.
However, not all productions require the participation of a for-
eign co-producer. A debut feature film by Mariusz Wilczyński 
Kill It and Leave This Town is being produced with only Polish 
funding. The premiere of Wilczyński’s autobiographical film is 
scheduled for 2017.
Recent years have brought many changes in the Polish animat-
ed film market. The animation industry is experiencing a fast 
growth. There are several promising big productions with 
international potential on the horizon. Last year in May, the 
Association of Polish Animation Producers was created, whose 
members now include the majority of Polish animation stu-
dios. In Tricity, Trefl Studio is being created, on the initiative 
of the owner of the largest games and puzzles company in Po-
land. The first report on the animation industry commissioned 
by the Polish Film Commission and the Association of Polish 
Animation Producers is due to be published before the end 
of this year. Polish animation market is undergoing a series 
of changes and it is still in the process of formation. But one 
thing remains certain: animation studios operating in Poland 
are working hard for their success. Polish animation, with its 
high quality both in terms of concept and production, can and 
should compete with other countries. 
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The festival is the essence of Annecy. In June, the whole 
town is living and breathing the event. The audience is 
abundant and spontaneous in its reactions to featured 
films. Each evening, open-air cinema screenings draw 
thousands of viewers. The festival has five competition 
selections that always inspire greatest emotions. Films 
compete in five categories: feature film, short film, student 
film, television series, and commissioned films. 
At this year’s 39th edition of the Annecy festival, there will 
be four Polish animations competing for Cristal awards. 
Fugue for Cello, Trumpet and Landscape by Jerzy Kucia 

and Sexy Laundry by Izabela Plucińska will meet in the short 
film competition, Don’t Lose Your Head by Karolina Specht 
will compete for the student film award, and It’s Quite True 
by Joanna Jasieńska-Koronkiewicz will participate in the tel-
evision series competition. We will also see Polish representa-
tives in the feature film selection. The latest animated docu-
mentary by Anca Damian Magic Mountain, a Polish-Romanian 
co-production, will be screened outside of the competition.
Recent years have been good for Polish animation filmmak-
ers, who received various awards and distinctions in Annecy: 
Kamil Polak won the Best Debut Prize for The Lost Town 
of Switez, and Anita Kwiatkowska-Naqvi received the Best 
Graduation Film award for her Ab Ovo. In 2013, when Marcel 
Jean became the festival’s Artistic Director, a special extensive 
section presenting a chosen country’s achievements in ani-
mated film was dedicated to Poland. The programme featured 
around 100 animations by accomplished animation filmmakers 
as well as young, rising artists and students.
The International Animation Film Market exhibition, or 
MIFA, held in parallel to the film festival, is one of the most 
important animation events and a meeting point for animation 

Direction: Annecy!
Each year in mid‑June, animation professionals 
from all around the world gather in a small town 
in France called Annecy. Annecy is the location 
of the oldest film festival dedicated to animated 
film, as well as the accompanying MIFA exhibi‑
tion. Each year, Polish films are featured both at 
the festival and at the animation industry‑related 
part of the event.
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professional from all over the world. Exhibitors include film 
studios and companies showcasing the latest technologies in 
animation. Mifa is attended by numerous producers, commis-
sioning editors of animation broadcasting channels, filmmak-
ers, representatives of institutions, artists, and art students. 
The event’s programme includes five pitch sessions, presenta-
tions dedicated to selected countries and film studios, work in 
progress sections, and meetings with representatives of televi-
sion and animation channels that broadcast animated content.
This year’s edition is the fifth with the participation of Polish 
animation exhibitors. Polish Animations stand, prepared and 
organised by the Krakow Film Foundation with support of the 
Polish Film Institute, features various producers representing 
major Polish animation studios, such as Platige Image, Human 
Ark, Studio Miniatur Filmowych, and Se-Ma-For. Represent-
atives of institutions such as the Krakow Film Foundation and 
the Association of Polish Animation Producers will be also 

present at the stand. This year, once again a cocktail party  
will be held in order to highlight the participation of Polish 
films in the competition. Attending the exposition gives pro-
ducers an opportunity to expand their contacts and exchange 
experiences. Polish producers come to Annecy bringinhg pro-
jects in various stages of production and often manage to find 
partners for co-production.
This year MIFA is celebrating its 30th anniversary. For this 
occasion, a new MIFA & Variety Animation Personality of the 
Year Prize will be awarded to a personality whose achieve-
ments or innovative approach contributed to the development 
of the art of animation. This year’s prize will go to an Ameri-
can producer Chris Meledandri, the founder of Illumination 
Entertainment.
The 39th edition of the Annecy International Animation Film 
Festival will be celebrated from 15 to 20 June 2015. 

Polish Stand at MIFA 2014
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A Blue Room 
Niebieski pokój

The reality of the protagonist, a solitary man, is limited 
to the four walls of a blue room referenced in the film’s title. 
The man is trapped in the room; he is incapable of getting 
out, even though he would very much want to do so. Some-
times he hears the voices of his family – his wife and son. 
Other times, we hear his own. His only connection to reality 
is a small window, through which he can observe the images 
changing outside. It seems, however, that the window does 
not in fact lead to the outside world, but rather shows what 
is happening inside of the character’s mind. Sometimes, 
the view outside the window brings pleasant memories 
(his family); at times, it confronts the man with the past (the 
look-alike); other times, it brings humiliation (public nudity) 
or even fear (cannibalism). The images outside the window 
appear in different configurations, with varying speeds, sizes, 
and colours. The blue of the room, instead of being sooth-
ing, increases the man’s feelings of confusion and isolation. 
Wojciech Jerzy Has, a film director, when asked once about 
the connection between his films and reality answered brief-
ly: ‘There are flashes’. The experience of the protagonist in 
A Blue Room is similar: the reality is merely a flash, a glim-
mer, an interruption in his lonely, isolated existence. The 
room becomes a metaphor for illness or solitude. Fortunately, 
Siwiński avoids giving a straight forward answer about what 
is really happening to the man; each viewer must find his or 
her own answer. This individual search is the most powerful 
feature of this ambiguous, philosophical film.
(Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: TOMASz SIwIńSkI • POLAND, FRANCE • ANIMATION • 2014 • 14’

Signum 

Witold Giersz is a prominent figure in Polish animated 
film. Since his debut The Mystery of the Old Castle in 1956, 
he directed dozens of films that remain popular among 
generations of viewers. In his latest film, Giersz takes us 
to prehistoric times. We find ourselves in one of the caves 
that used to be inhabited by man: Lascaux, Altamira, Teruel, 
or Valtorta. We slowly descend into the world of stalactites 
and stalagmites to admire cave paintings made by our 
ancestors. A shape of a human hand preserved in the stone 
is one of the first autographs in history, a unique signature 
on the artist’s masterpiece. We go deeper into the cave, 
seeing scenes of hunting, fleeing, battles, and dancing: 
the day-to-day life of prehistoric people. The expressive 
music by Krzesimir Dębski complements the images on the 
screen. Watching Signum one could ask what urged people 
throughout history to create art. Why do we crave not only 
our daily bread, but also symbolic roses?
The author also decided to include a self-referential gesture: 
not only does he reveal his presence on the screen, but he also 
gives us a peek of the behind the scenes, with an animated 
figure jumping from page to page. The ending of the film 
brings us back to wall paintings. The history makes a full 
circle. Watching graffiti on the streets of Warsaw another 
question comes to mind: did things really change so much 
since the Lascaux paintings were created?
(Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: wITOLD gIeRSz • POLAND • ANIMATION • 2015 • 14’ 
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Domestication 
Udomowienie

In Domestication, an animation by Sylwia Gaweł, we find 
ourselves in a flat filled with terrariums and exotic plants, 
whose owner keeps expanding his carefully kept collection. 
A new acquisition arrives: a tiny caiman eagerly lands on 
the hand of his new owner. A slow process of domestication 
begins. This time, however, it will be particularly difficult…
It would be hard to talk about Domestication only from the 
point of view of its narrative, since the film’s greatest value 
lies in its visual beauty. The author transports us to a world 
known from the paintings of Henri Rousseau, filling tight 
frames with exquisite plants and exotic animals. Among 
the carefully arranged compositions there is also a man, the 
owner, who created this exotic kingdom. Like in Rousseau’s 
paintings, beautifully composed images are also saturated 
with latent anxiety and fear. When the lights go out, the 
blackness further increases the sense of danger. There are 
eyes shining in the darkness, no one know what is lurking in 
the dark. Mysterious noises and animal sounds contribute 
to the building tension. Domestication is a beautifully told 
story with a hidden message about human nature.
(Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: SYLwIA gAweŁ • POLAND • ANIMATION • DOCUMENTARY • 2015 • 6’ 

A Documentary film 
Dokument

A Documentary Film is a 7-minute short film directed 
by Marcin Podolec. This story of Antoni, an elderly man 
from Jarosław, has everything that one would expect from 
a documentary: a memorable protagonist and a story of his 
life brought to screen. However, we are taken by surprise 
when it turns out that A Documentary Film is not a standard 
documentary, but… an animation. An animation that, 
to certain extent, imitates a documentary: it presents the 
life of the protagonist, whose photographs complement the 
simplified, animated strokes. Another interesting feature is 
the comic book-like narrative used in the film, in the form 
of captions and speech balloons. They allow the protagonist 
to talk about his life, while depriving him of his voice – 
we never hear him speak, and the only contact that he can 
make with the viewer is through the captions. This brings 
to mind the eternal question of whether art in general, and 
film in particular, are capable of reproducing reality. The 
tension existing between the real protagonist (there are also 
autobiographical motifs) and the somewhat surreal manner 
in which the story is told, is present throughout the duration 
of the film. The animation also includes references to other 
films (American Beauty) and directors (Brian De Palma). 
A Documentary Film is a compelling attempt at depicting 
reality through unusual means. (Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: MARCIN PODOLeC • POLAND • ANIMATION • 2015 • 7’ 
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But She’s Nice
DIR.: TOMASz PILARSkI • 2014 • ANIMATION • 6’ • POLAND • PROD.: UNIVERSITY OF ARTS 
IN POZNAN • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

In a world full of gray, where life flows peacefully and monotonously, light is gently 
drawing a story about an unexpected feeling. However, sometimes the thought 
of being with another person can be dangerous if you have been stuck too long in 
solitude. Will the protagonist manage to get out from his thick shells, created out 
of fear of other people? What is the Shadow’s role in all of this? But She’s Nice is 
a story about trying to break out from the cage of loneliness, a desire to overcome 
one’s limitations, and opening yourself to the world of new possibilities and feelings.

woolen Cogwheels
DIR.: BARTOSz kĘDzIeRSkI • 2014 • ANIMATION • 13’ • POLAND • PROD.: KINESKOP • 
CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

An ageing couple Aniela and Konstanty lead a quiet life together. She spends 
her time knitting, while he eagerly works on some new invention. Although their 
everyday life seems extremely well‑organized, there is something deeply lacking. 
The change brought about by this particular invention will help the couple discover 
an entirely different perspective. This puppet animation by Bartosz Kędzierski is 
a moving story of loneliness, longing, and human attachment.

Matrix
DIR.: SŁAwOMIR SHUTY, TOMASz BOCHNIAk • 2014 • ANIMATION • 6’ • POLAND • PROD.: 
MUNK STUDIO – POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION, FUNDACJA KORPORACJA HA!ART • 
CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

The film is a reconstruction of the Slavic creation myth. After the Big Bang, the 
gods rise to create life on Earth. The recurring themes emphasize the constant 
evolution, repeating the process of creation in various scales. We are being a part 
of a journey through the land of multicultural symbols. The protagonist is a child 
that appears at the very end of the film. A mystical journey made by the protagonist 
is a retrospective reaching deep into the memories stored on the atomic level.

fat & Skinny
DIR.: ALekSANDRA BROŻYNA • 2014 • ANIMATION • 9’ • POLAND • PROD.: FUMI STUDIO  
• CONTACT: FESTIWALE@FUMISTUDIO.COM

The title characters are boys who live their lives to the rhythm of their strange habits. 
They think that existence wihout these daily rituals would be impossible. Many 
surprises await you in their world. We are taking part in the search for ways to satisfy 
some inner hunger the boys are coping with. In order to discover the darks secrets 
that they are hiding, one must look back.

POLISH ANIMATIONS 
CATALOgUE OF FILMS
2014–2015
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The Lost Museum IDfX
DIR.: AgNIeSzkA MANkIewICz • 2014 • ANIMATION • 29’ • POLAND • PROD.: IDFX  
• CONTACT: AGNIESZKA@IDFX.PL

In 1939, Poland was invaded by its neighbours… The germans planned their looting, 
the Russians just rose to the occassion. When talking about the scale of looting, an 
American lawyer Robert g. Storey that participated in the Nuremburg trials vividly 
stated that the german booty was more than the combined collections of The 
Metropolitan Museum in New York, The British Museum in London, The Louvre in 
Paris, and the Tretyakov State gallery in Moscow. During the war, over million works 
of art disappeared from Polish museums, for a total value equivalent to one billion 
of today’s dollars.

Bloody Sunday
DIR.: PRzeMYSŁAw kOTYńSkI • 2014 • ANIMATION • 16’ • POLAND • PROD.: STUDIO 
PRODUKCYJNE ORKA • CONTACT: MAłGORZATA WIŚNIEWSKA, M.WISNIEWSKA@ORKAFILM.PL

Bloody Sunday is a multi‑dimensional, multi‑layered story allowing various 
interpretations, consisting of three narrative time segments – each leaving traces 
in the past and eventually merging together in the present. The script is based 
on Marcin Wroński’s book Murder under Censorship, the first volume in a series 
of vintage crime novels featuring a police commissioner Maciejewski, set in pre‑war 
Lublin. Bloody Sunday is a debut film of the director Przemek Kotyński.

Two elements
DIR.: MAŁgORzATA PAkALSkA‑BOSek • 2014 • ANIMATION • 8’ • POLAND •  
PROD.: SERAFIńSKI STUDIO SP. Z O. O. • CONTACT: SERAFINSKISTUDIO@O2.PL

The woman thinks that everything will come in handy, even broken cup handles. 
The man smokes cigarettes, one packet a day. Neither of them can give it up, 
let it go, abandon their habits. One home, two elements: is symbiosis possible?

Matter of Taste
DIR.: ALICJA ROkICkA • 2014 • ANIMATION • 9’ • POLAND • PROD.: ANIMATED FILM STUDIO, 
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS IN KRAKOW • CONTACT: ASPPRODUCTION@INTERIA.PL

The animation Matter of Taste in a somewhat scientific, but interpretative manner 
shows things that cannot be seen with the naked eye. Starting with abstraction 
and artistic connotations rising to recognizable forms, the film shows biological 
processes and chemical reactions that take place in the human body while eating. 
The reactions are smooth and flowing, with a surprising variety of elements. The 
author transports the viewer to a subjective, colorful world.

Body
DIR.: PAULINA MAJDA • 2014 • ANIMATION • 5’ • POLAND • PROD.: FUNDACJA  
POGRANICZE W SEJNACH, MIĘDZYNARODOWE CENTRUM DIALOGU W KRASNOGRUDZIE  
• CONTACT: PAULINAMAJDA99@GMAIL.COM

Body is an experimental film project based on a poem by Czesław Miłosz. It is 
a relflection on how fragile and delicate is the human body and how short, in 
fact, is our life. The film is a part of the ‘The poetry in images’ project. Its is also 
a part of the exhibition dedicated to Czesław Miłosz at the poet’s museum in 
Krasnogruda.
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Drought
DIR.: SARA DIvJAk • 2014 • ANIMATION • 6’ • POLAND • PROD.: ANIMATED FILM STUDIO, 
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS IN KRAKOW • CONTACT: ASPPRODUCTION@INTERIA.PL

A young woman moves out of her apartment. She notices that something strange 
is happening to her body and her surroundings. Step by step, her body splits open 
and water starts flowing of her body only to flood everything around her.

Magneticman
DIR.: ADAM ŻĄDŁO • 2014 • ANIMATION • 3’ • POLAND • PROD.: ANIMATED FILM STUDIO, 
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS IN KRAKOW • CONTACT: ASPPRODUCTION@INTERIA.PL

Magneticman tells a story about an incredible world ruled by forces of attraction 
and repulsion similar to ‘our’ magnetism, and the people populating it. The world’s 
one and only goal is to maintain balance. For this, magnetic people use their own 
bodies. What does it mean to be free in such a world? What happens when one 
chooses a different, individual path: solitary self‑destruction, or maybe something 
of such importance to human beings like freedom?

Domestication
DIR.: SYLwIA gAweŁ • 2015 • ANIMATION • 6’ • POLAND • PROD.: ANIMATED FILM STUDIO, 
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS IN KRAKOW • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

Domestication shows a pecular mutual dependance between a man and the animals 
he owns. The protagonist – a collector of exotic reptiles – lives in a flat cluttered with 
vivariums. Surrounded by the luxuriant plants that he once planted, he takes great care 
of his animals yet strictly controls their behaviour. A small caiman that he brings home 
will unexpectedly disturb the inner harmony that the man managed to build. In her 
animation, Sylwia gaweł managed to capture the essence of human domination over 
nature, offering an interesting view on domenstication indicated in the title.

Home
DIR.: AgNIeSzkA BOROwA • 2015 • ANIMATION • 14’ • POLAND • PROD.: FUMI STUDIO • 
CONTACT: FESTIWALE@FUMISTUDIO.COM

Home is a place. A family. A history. Relationships. Home is a memory that makes 
a person. Maybe a dream? This is a story about a girl coming home. This visit brings 
a storm of chaotic, difficult memories. She needs to deal with them in order to leave. 
What is her home? Is it possible to change it?

where’d the ghosts go
DIR.: ŁUkASz BIeRNAT • 2014 • ANIMATION • 9’ • POLAND • PROD.: ANIMATED FILM STUDIO, 
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS IN KRAKOW • CONTACT: ASPPRODUCTION@INTERIA.PL

The film tells a story about a journey of a young boy astrounaut who discovers 
a mysterious world from the past. On his journey, he meets creatures from beyond 
the world of the living and the dead, he sees disappearing customs and rituals. The 
protagonist lands on the planet of his childhood. He is lost, not knowing where he 
is or how he got there. After a while, he begins to feel attached to this place. The 
film explores the themes of slavic folklore and beliefs, as well as astral projection 
referred to as ‘out of body experiences’. The animation is a reflection of the author’s 
memories and stories that he heard in the past.
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Creatures
DIR.: TeSSA MOULT‑MILewSkA • 2015 • ANIMATION • 10’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO – 
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, 
MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

A grotesque love story of Harold and Matylda, two caricatures of people trying 
to deal with social ostracism. They embark on a quest to improve their obscene 
appearance. The rough form of cut‑out animation inspired by the works of Roald 
Dahl, Lotte Reiniger, and Edward gorey transports the viewer to an unpredictable 
and eclectic world of dark imagination, making us wonder: who are really those 
Creatures?

A Documentary film
DIR.: MARCIN PODOLeC • 2015 • ANIMATED DOCUMENTARY • 7’ • POLAND •  
PROD.: POLISH NATIONAL FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW  
FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

Portrait of a father, whose adult children live their own lives far away from him. 
The film’s director follows the man’s daily routine at the swimming pool, at work, 
at home, all the while exploring his emotions. It is a story about complicated 
relationships.

Don’t Lose Your Head
DIR.: kAROLINA SPeCHT • 2015 • ANIMATION • 4’ • POLAND • PROD.: POLISH NATIONAL  
FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

Don’t Lose Your Head is a short animation using drawing and 2D techniques.  
It is a visual story about how easy it is to lose one’s head. A white head rolls slowly 
towards the centre of a black screen. One event triggers an avalanche of others. 
The visual side of the film develops along with the film’s narrative. Starting with 
simple compositions, through successive divisions of layouts and concentrations 
of forms, up to the final scenes, full of colours like in a kaleidoscope. An abundance 
of thoughts, relations, and connections leads to a tragic ending.

endemic’s greed
DIR.: NATALIA DzIeDzIC • 2015 • ANIMATION • 11’ • POLAND • PROD.: FUMI STUDIO  
• CONTACT: FESTIWALE@FUMISTUDIO.COM

At the seaside beach, the fates of a balding sailor, a young girl, and two modest 
creatures – a bee and a crab – intertwine. Following their greediness, they meet 
by a waffles stall. This is an animated story about primal desires that belong 
to human nature.

fences
DIR.: NATALIA kRAwCzUk • 2015 • ANIMATION • 7’ • POLAND • PROD.: POLISH NATIONAL  
FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION,  
MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

A bird in a cage, a toddler in a playpen, two dogs on two sides of a fence. Divisions 
of various sorts accompany our lives from the beginning to the end. Each of us deals 
with them in their own way. Does it really make sense to separate ourselves from 
our neighbours with a wall? The film is a reflection on the role of ‘fences’ in our lives. 
The real ones as much as the ones that only exist in our minds.
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Tim and the Master
DIR.: ROBeRT JASzCzUROwSkI, MARCIN wASILewSkI, ŁUkASz kACPROwICz •  
2015 • ANIMATION • 13 x 11’ • POLAND • PROD.: SPINKA FILM STUDIO •  
CONTACT: PIOTR REISCH, PIOTR@SPINKAFILM.PL

Tim is a smart boy who dreams about becoming a great wizard. Once he starts his 
apprenticeship with the Master, he encounters all kinds of monsters and fantastic 
creatures. He will also meet the King and his charming daughter Sophia, who 
develops a crush on him. Unfortunately, two evil sorcerers – Spoiler and Tricker – 
are trying to destroy the Master’s work. The story demonstrates that as long as 
we try to help others and remain true to ourselves, we will succeed no matter what. 
Friendship and good will are more powerful than magic.

Cargo
DIR.: TOMASz BOCHNIAk, SŁAwOMIR SHUTY • 2015 • ANIMATION • 11’ • POLAND •  
PROD.: FUNDACJA KORPORACJA HA!ART • CONTACT: MAGDALENA.POTRAWIAK@HA.ART.PL 

A little girl learns to write in ‘A, B, C’s’. Each new page introduces her to the truth 
about the world in which she lives. Initially, it is beautiful and peaceful. But this 
idyllic image doesn’t last long… Cargo is an ironic metaphor for socio‑political 
changes that occurred in the nineties in the countries of the Eastern bloc, as well 
as a reference to the Cargo cults – religious movements born in Fiji proclaiming the 
coming of a new order, equality of all people, and general welfare.

The wayward Carnality
DIR.: JOANNA wÓJCIk • 2015 • ANIMATION • 10’ • POLAND • PROD.: SERAFIńSKI STUDIO 
FILMOWE • CONTACT: JOANNA WóJCIK, ASIAGRAF@POCZTA.FM

grandma visits her teenage grandson and discovers a change of his interests: 
he doesn’t care about aircraft models and toys anymore. Comic books are 
fighting a losing battle for boy’s attention with porn magazines. grandma, though 
somewhat perplexed, takes the floor and unveils two stories about woman body 
from a female perspective.

Signum
DIR.: wITOLD gIeRSz • 2015 • ANIMATION • 14’ • POLAND • PROD.: STUDIO ANIMACJI  
WITOLD GIERSZ, FUNLINE ANIMATION INC. • CONTACT: JOANNAGIERSZ@WP.PL

The film is an mpression on the subject of cave paintings – art based on once 
simple and now highly sofisticated means of expression. These paintings reflect the 
artists’ attempts to break the static character of drawings. Thanks to the possibilities 
offered by modern animation, one could fulfill the prehistoric artists’ dream and put 
characters into motion. Cave paintings suggest a plot similar to the scenes in a film.

more at www.polishanimations.pl
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The Munk Studio was founded in 2008 in Warsaw (Poland) 
under the direction of a renowned film director and screen-
writer Dariusz Gajewski. Its mission is the production 
of short and full-length debut films in documentary, anima-
tion, and fiction film. This means that only artists seeking 
to make their first film in a given genre, for instance in 
documentary, are eligible. The authors of the projects qual-
ified for production receive comprehensive support and 
professional assistance. Guidance is provided throughout 
the entire process, from development, through production, 
to promotion and distribution. The whole process takes 
place under the watchful eye of adept filmmaking profes-
sionals, and each project is assigned an individual men-
tor. Ewa Jastrzębska, who heads the studio’s production, 
worked on some of the biggest Polish film projects, includ-
ing Jack Strong, The Wedding, and Sęp.

Until now, the Munk Studio has produced over 150 films, 
while another 40 are works in progress. The budgets 
range from 40 000 PLN (about 5 000 €) for animations 
to 200 000 PLN (about 50 000 €) for fiction films. The pro-
cessing of applications may take from two to several months. 
Film directors who made their debuts at the Munk Studio in-
clude, among others: Oscar nominee Bartosz Konopka, Kuba 
Czekaj, Maria Sadowska, and Julia Kolberger. The studio’s 
productions won over 160 awards at renowned film festivals 
such as DOC Leipzig, Krakow Film Festival, Mexico Inter-
national Film Festival, Clermont-Ferrand Film Festival, and 
Tampere Film Festival.

Short films 
INCUBATOR
MUNk STUDIO – THE MOST IMPORTANT SHORT FILMS PRODUCER IN POLAND

Although the film studio in question is only 
celebrating its 7th anniversary, it already has 
an impressive portfolio of award‑winning films 
acclaimed at film festivals from Kraków to Tehran. 
Let us present you the Munk Studio, a film 
studio that offers debuting directors a shot at 
international career in filmmaking.

feATURe DeBUT a programme for film directors debuting 
in full-length feature films aimed for cinema distribution;  
the script are written by either a debuting screenwriter or 
an experienced author..

30 MINUTeS a programme dedicated to short fiction films 
not exceeding 30 minutes.

fIRST DOCUMeNTARY a programme for film directors 
seeking to make their first 10-15 minute short documentary.

YOUNg ANIMATION  
a programme dedicated to animations (up to 10 minutes).

Noise by Przemysław Adamski was screened at more  
than 50 festivals worldwide

 by grzegorz Zariczny won Best Short Film Award  
at Sundance FF (2013)

TEXT SAMUEL NOWAK
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A TALk wITH DARIUSz gAJewSkI,  
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR AT THE MUNK STUDIO

What ideas and needs led to the creation of Munk Studio? 
Why was it named after Andrzej Munk?
The Studio was created as an institution providing support 
to young filmmakers and continuing the traditions of Zespoły 
Filmowe. We chose to name it after Andrzej Munk because 
of his impressive artistic legacy as well as his teaching work. 
What skills do you teach at the Munk Studio?
We currently have three short film programs: 30 minutes (for 
fiction film), first documentary, and young animation. We are 
the only institutional short film producer in Poland. This is the 
crucial area of our work: each year, our films win awards at 
major film festivals. We believe that these films are an invest-
ment for the future of Polish cinema. I am certain that they 
will be the first step in many great filmmaking careers.
We would like to continue and expand our activity in this area. 
For instance, last year we launched a Polish-French contest: 
a French author made a film in Warsaw, and a Polish author 
made a film in Paris.
We also strive to create distribution channels for short films. 
This has been extremely difficult, but we keep trying and 
we will not give up easily.
What directions of development do you anticipate in the 
near future?
Our mission at the Munk Studio is to encourage individual 
artistic growth in film authors. We do not have any other 
agenda. We try to help each author in finding his or her own 
artistic path. We put an emphasis on the process of prepara-
tion and development. Our authors can expect that each film 
will be receiving individual treatment. 

A TALk wITH LIwIA MĄDzIk,  
MANAGER OF DEBUTING FILMMAKERS PROGRAMMES 

What are the studio’s criteria for admission of projects? 
What kind of projects are you looking for?
We seek projects that are well thought out, that deal with 
important subjects that usually inspire film directors at the 
beginning of their adventure in filmmaking. Obviously, there 
is no single recipe for a good project, so we try to stay open 
to different ideas.
The projects produced as part of the 30 Minutes programme 
are very diversified: there is a nostalgic The Lake by Jacek 
Bałwut, a slightly theatrical Drawn from Memory by Marcin  
Bortkiewicz, an intimate psychological drama Daughter 
by Tomasz Wolski, a unique in terms of form Don’t Be Afraid 
of a Dark Room by Kuba Czekaj. There are also humorous 
films, like The Easter Crumble by Julia Kolberger and The  
Naturals by Kristoffer Rus. We see similar diversity in docu-
mentaries, animations, and full-length fiction features.
How do you assign mentors to the projects? How do the 
artists benefit?
Usually, artistic mentors are selected from among the mem-
bers of Artistic Committees – each programme has a separate 
Committee. In some cases, mentoring is provided by someone 
from outside of the studio. For instance, Julia Kolberger col-
laborated with Wojtek Smarzowski in the making of her fiction 
film The Easter Crumble.
From the very beginning of its existence, the Munk Studio 
tried to be a halfway step in the transition from student films 
to full-length debut features. The films produced by debuting 
filmmakers at the Munk Studio are showpieces that, according 
to the result, may open or close the doors to their further films. 
It is better to get burnt on a short piece than on a production 
worth millions.
The Munk Studio provides: support – its extent depending 
largely upon the film director’s individual needs; budget – 
allowing more freedom than school-produced etudes; and 
promotion at festivals – for each film, we prepare an indi-
vidual festival strategy. For many years, we have been suc-
cessfully collaborating in this respect with the Krakow Film 
Foundation.
How do you choose executive producers? What film studios 
do you work with?
The choice of producer is considered only after the film’s 
admittance to production. Usually the director suggests the 
company that he or she would like to work with. Otherwise, 
we provide assistance and suggest available options. In a num-
ber of cases, the Munk Studio itself took on this role. This 
applies to short films, since feature films do not have outside 
executive producers. We also collaborate with many young 
producers that we want to support at the beginning of their 
professional career. 

Drawn from Memory by Marcin Bortkiewicz was screened  
in Quinzaine des Réalisateurs at Cannes FF (2012)
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In Poland, film schools are still the 
leading producers of animated, fiction, 
and documentary short films. Each year, 
they produce a total of 450 shorts. Some 
of these films, created under the guidance 
of renowned masters, could hardly be 
qualified as student etudes: they are acclaimed 
at the most important film festivals in the 
world, such as Clermont‑Ferrand International 
Film Festival, Cannes Film Festival, Berlinale, 
IDFA, and Hot Docs. Last year, two Polish 
school‑produced documentaries received 
Academy Award nominations for best short 
documentary. Recently, Poland has seen an 
increasing interest in filmmaking, leading 
to a growing number of film schools and 
filmmaking courses. Among them, five are 
particularly noteworthy.

wAJDA SCHOOL 
www.wajdaschool.pl

The Wajda School, created in 2001, produces around 10 
documentaries and fiction films each year. The school’s biggest 
recent success was an Academy Award nomination for Joanna, 
directed by Aneta Kopacz (2013). The film, shot by an Oscar 
nominated cinematographer Łukasz Żal, offers a subtle look on 
the life of Joanna, a young woman diagnosed with a terminal 
illness. The protagonist tries to concentrate on the ‘here 
and now’, spending time with her husband and her son, Jaś. 
Despite the difficult subject matter, the film is simple, peaceful, 
and serene. Only in 2014, it was screened at 26 international 
festivals and it received 13 awards, including two main 
awards at the Palm Springs International Shortfest and a Best 
Documentary at the Los Angeles Film Awards. Another film 
produced at the Wajda School, When I Am A Bird by Monika 
Pawluczuk, was the third best Polish short documentary 
of 2014 in terms of the number of festival screenings and 
awards, with 16 prizes. Another film worth mentioning is  
Paparazzi by Piotr Bernaś, a Best Short Film nominee at the 
2011 European Film Awards.

Polish

TEXT WERONIKA CZOłNOWSKA, KATARZYNA WILK 
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POLISH NATIONAL fILM SCHOOL IN ŁÓDź 
www.filmschool.lodz.pl

This oldest and biggest Polish film school was founded in 
1948. Each year, it produces around 300 short films. In the 
recent years, the school produced a wide range of films, 
diversified both in terms of subjects as well as form. Among 
them were the widely acclaimed fiction film Arena by Martin 
Rath, an animation Ab Ovo by Anita Kwiatkowska-Naqvi, 
and Fragments by Aga Woszczyńska, screened in Cannes. 
The school also produces documentaries such as Croissant 
by Paweł Ziemilski (2012), which received a special distinction 
at the Oberhausen Short Film Festival in 2013 and was 
nominated to the main award at the IDFA Festival in 2012.
Maria Zmarz-Koczanowicz, Deputy Dean at the Faculty 
of Film Direction, once described the documentaries produced 
at the Lodz Film School: In the recent years, we have been 
seeing a tendency towards ‘confessional’ cinema that explores 
relationships within the author’s family. We have seen several 
interesting films talking about conflicts within family, as well as 
portrayals of grandfathers, grandmothers, parents, and siblings. 
Generally speaking, the authors tend to focus on themselves 
instead of turning their attention to social or political matters.  
In fact, there is barely any interest at all in politics. Some 
examples of this trend are Self(less)-Portrait by Matej Bobrik, 
focused on the director himself and the women close to him, 
and Talk to Me by Marta Prus, which explores the relationship 
between the director and the protagonist.

kRzYSzTOf kIeŚLOwSkI fACULTY 
Of RADIO AND TeLevISION 
www.writv.pl

The school was created in 1978 at the University of Silesia 
in Katowice. Each year, around 60 films are produced at the 
faculty. The school has been known for excellent fiction films, 
like the acclaimed All Souls’ Day by Aleksandra Terpińska or 
Magma by Paweł Maślony. However, the school’s documen-
taries are also doing quite well: for instance, The Fourth Man 
by Krzysztof Kasior had screenings at dozens of festivals all 
around the world, like Tampere, Belgrade, and Uppsala. 
Beata Dzianowicz, a documentary filmmaker, cinematogra-
pher, and professor at the school, says: Nowadays, students are 
looking for their subjects and protagonists in rural areas: Czech 
majorettes, makers of the longest Easter palms, the last team in 
the league, the smallest school in the European Union, solitary 
women in mountain cottages. The protagonists are never excep-
tional: students are interested in ordinary people. The subjects 
such as illness are virtually non-existent, and the same goes for 
history. The prevailing methods of work consist in observation, 
sometimes provocation.
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wARSAw fILM SCHOOL 
www.szkolafilmowa.pl

Each year, the Warsaw Film School produces around 15 films. 
Until recently, they were mostly fiction films; however, 
the great international success and this year’s Academy Award 
nomination for Our Curse by Tomasz Śliwiński boosted interest 
in documentary among students and brought on changes in the 
school’s curriculum. The film had its international premiere 
at the Locarno Film Festival; since then, it was screened at 45 
film festivals and it received around 30 awards. Initially, the 
film was intended only for the director and his family. Śliwiński 
started filming in the initial months following the birth of his 
child, a boy suffering from an incurable disorder commonly 
referred to as Ondine’s Curse. Eventually, this material led 
to the creation of this touching, intimate documentary about 
parents struggling with uncertainty and fear when faced with 
their child’s illness.
Maria Pułaska, Creative Director at the Warsaw Film 
School: From the point of view of the old school of documen-
tary filmmaking, this film is controversial. There is practically 
no camera operator, who had been substituted by a static, 
‘passive’ camera, placed in the middle of the events and acting 
as a witness. The film has many formal shortcomings: there 
are no elaborate camera movements, and the quality of sound 
is lacking. However, in this case all formal aspects are second-
ary to the film’s subject matter.

ACADeMIeS Of fINe ARTS 
www.asp.krakow.pl | www.uap.edu.pl | www.asp.waw.pl

Beside film schools, animations are also produced at  
Academies of Fine Arts in Kraków, Poznań, and Warsaw, 
among others. Every year, each of them releases around 
10 animated films. Their productions are highly praised inter-
nationally; for instance, Gallery by Robert Proch had nearly 
100 screenings at various film festivals, while Danse Macabre 
by Małgorzata Rżanek was featured in the Cinéfondation  
section at the 2013 edition of the Cannes Film Festival. 

gDYNIA fILM SCHOOL 
www.gsf.pl

Gdynia Film School was founded in 2010, but despite being one 
of the youngest film schools in Poland, it has already had consider-
able success. In 2013, a short fiction Olena by Elżbieta Benkowska 
was featured in the main competition at the Cannes Film Festival. 
As to documentaries, the most successful so far was Seven Men at 
Different Ages directed by Sławomir Witek (2013). The film was 
inspired by a classic documentary by Krzysztof Kieślowski. The 
protagonists are male boxers depicted at different stages of their 
career, from childhood to old age. The documentary has been 
screeden at many festivals, including the DocAviv Festival in Tel 
Aviv, Doc en Courts in France, Aljazeera International Documen-
tary Film Festival in Qatar, Sao Paulo International Short Film 
Festival in Brazil, and Cinema Vérité IDFF in Iran.
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... Drawn from Memory by Marcin Bortkiewicz or Frag-
ments by Aga Woszczyńska at the Quinzaine des Réalisa-
teurs, Olena by Elżbieta Benkowska competing for the Short 
Film Palme d’Or, animated Danse Macabre by Małgorzata 
Rżanek at the student films selection Cinéfondation, and 
Blue Room by Tomasz Siwiński screened at the Semaine de 
la Critique. Since 2007, thanks to the collaboration estab-
lished between the Krakow Film Foundation and Short Film 
Corner, Polish shorts have also been featured in the profes-
sional section dedicated to short film industry.
Short Film Corner is a professional event dedicated to short 
film industry held in parallel to the Cannes Film Festival. It 
is one of the most important short film industry events and 
a meeting point for thousands of film professionals from 
all over the world. Accredited attendees visiting the event 
have 10 days for watching the shorts featured in the event’s 
catalogue and film library, obtaining materials about films, 
and meeting producers and representatives of each of the 
featured productions. Films are promoted both directly at 
the venue as well as online.
Polish shorts screened at the Short Film Corner form 
a coherent POLISH SHORTS programme, which has its 
own separate section in the event’s catalogue. The Polish 
programme is among thirty other similar programmes pre-
pared by institutions responsible for international film pro-
motion. Munk Studio and the Lodz Film School also have 
their own sections at the Short Film Corner, where they 
introduce their latest and most interesting productions.

The 2015 edition of POLISH SHORTS features fourteen short 
films. These include productions already screened at festivals, 
such as the acclaimed documentary Super Unit by Teresa Cze-
piec and The Place by Julia Popławska, as well as those making 
their festival debut, such as America by Aleksandra Terpińska, 
which will have its world premiere at this year’s 55th Krakow 
Film Festival, or Karolina Specht’s animation Don’t Lose Your 
Head, with its premiere screening scheduled for the Student 
Film Competition at the Annecy Film Festival.
Student productions dominate among the featured fiction and 
animated films. The Lodz Film School will present animations 
such as Fences by Natalia Krawczuk, Don’t Lose Your Head, 
and the Documentary Movie, as well as a fiction film Thumbs 
up by Stefan Łazarski. Another four featured shorts – The Mo-
ment by Piotr Domalewski, Asshole by Krzysztof Komander, 
Hurly-Burly by Jakub Czekaj, and America – were produced 
by the Faculty of Radio and Television at the University of Sile-
sia in Katowice. The 2015 Polish Shorts selection also includes 
two professional animations: Woolen Cogwheels created in 
stop-motion technique by Bartosz Kędzierski, and Matrix 
by Sławomir Shuty and Tomasz Bochniak.
The Best of Lodz Film School programme will feature seven 
diploma films: a comedy Hangover by Maciej Buchwald, doc-
umentaries It Would Be Beautiful by Anna Morawiec, A Short 
Walk by Jagoda Szelc, Maja by Jakub Michnikowski, Our Little 
Game by Katarzyna Lesisz, Perfect Killing by Julian A. Ch. 
Kernbach and Antonio Galdamez, and an animation Conquer-
ors of the Triangle Space by Alicja Błaszczyńska.
Munk Studio will screen its three documentary productions: 
21 days by Damian Kocur, and the acclaimed Starting Point 
by Michał Szcześniak and Object by Paulina Skibińska; two 
fiction films: My Father’s Eyes by Bartosz Blaschke and Pinky 
by Tomasz Cichoń; and an animation Creatures by Tessa 
Moult-Milewska. 

SHORT fILM CORNeR
Polish short film has been present at the Cannes 
Film Festival for many years. Almost every year, 
we have a Polish representative participating in 
either competition selections or parallel selections 
accompanying the main programme, such as...
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Asshole 
Dupek

Krzysiek is a young man travelling to Gdańsk to meet with 
his girlfriend, Karolina. He wants to see her one last time, 
since the purpose of the trip is to break up with her. But 
Karolina is not alone in her flat when he arrives, and she is 
busy with preparations for the New Year’s Eve party. The 
young man decides to put off the break up talk, postponing 
the confrontation. The couple spends time together, but 
without much talk, being next to one another rather than 
being together.
Asshole is a short fiction filmed at the Faculty of Radio and 
Television at the University of Silesia. The protagonists are 
played by young actors: Bartosz Gelner (Floating Skyscrapers) 
and Agnieszka Żulewska (an intriguing actress, perhaps not 
yet fully appreciated by Polish filmmakers). Young people 
on the brink of adulthood must face not only the world, 
but also their own feelings, first disappointments, and the 
consequences of their decisions. While the film’s action 
is set in Poland, the subject chosen by the author remains 
universal. (Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: kRzYSzTOf kOMANDeR • POLAND • FICTION • 2015 • 19’ 

Daughter 
Córka

Tomasz Wolski has already directed a number of interesting 
documentaries, focusing mostly on the changeable fate and 
uncertainty of human existence (e.g. Doctors, an excellent 
documentary from 2011). This time, he decided to test his skills 
with a short fiction film. The protagonists are three women, 
although only two of them actually appear on the screen. 
Daughter is a story about complicated relationships within 
a family and the lasting consequences of our life choices.
The film features the memorable Polish actress Teresa 
Budzisz-Krzyżanowska, who lately has rarely appeared on 
screen. Budzisz-Krzyżanowska once again proves herself 
capable of expressing in a concise and ascetic manner the 
emotions of her character, a renowned doctor long estranged 
from her adult daughter. She is accompanied on the screen 
by Katarzyna Krzanowska, an actress less known to wider 
audience, who performs mostly in theatre. With only a few 
gestures and expressions, Krzanowska manages to convey 
her character’s latent tension and anxiety. For a few hours 
of one night, the women come together in search of a missing 
teenage girl and, willingly or not, they are forced to face each 
other and to open the old wounds. The film is modest and 
subdued, with dominating dark colours. Surprisingly, the 
director decided to focus on the relationship between mother 
and daughter, a subject mostly chosen by female filmmakers. 
In a way similar to his previous work, Wolski focuses on 
people and their emotions. At a leisurely pace, he tells a story 
of complicated relationships within a family. 
(Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: TOMASz wOLSkI • POLAND • FICTION • 2015 • 25’ 
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America 
Ameryka

According to Polish Wikipedia, Ameryka – the location 
of the film’s storyline – is ‘a small village in Poland situated 
in the warminsko-mazurskie province, in the Olsztyn county, 
in the administrative district of Olsztynek’. The protagonist, 
Anka, is a typical teenage girl living in a place where nothing 
interesting ever happens. She spends her time with her best 
friend Justyna: together, the girls mess around, complain 
about their parents, and tell each other secrets. For Anka, 
the time spent with her friend is her only reprieve from her 
family, with an abusive father and a submissive, frightened 
mother helpless against the domestic tyrant. Time moves 
slowly and rather predictably. But then a weapon appears 
and, like in Chekhov, it becomes evident that sooner or later 
someone will use it.
America has been filmed in a realistic manner. While the 
protagonist has wild imagination and likes to create her own, 
alternative versions of reality, life repeatedly drags her down 
to earth. Her life is hard and sometimes even unbearable. 
America is a typical story of initiation: some things are gained, 
and some things are lost as the girl enters the next chapter 
of her life. The vitality of the teenage girls brings to mind 
Spring Breakers by Harmony Korine. But the girls there 
do whatever they want without suffering the consequences 
of their choices, while in the world depicted by Terpińska 
nothing is for free and everything comes at a price. 
(Anna Taszycka) 

DIR.: ALekSANDRA TeRPIńSkA • POLAND • FICTION • 2015 • 30’

Moloch 

The events in Moloch take place in a present-day, crumbling 
steel plant somewhere in Ukraine. A group of young men work 
illegally on the grounds of the complex. One of them falls in 
love with a local girl, which does not sit well with his friends. 
Difficult working conditions and strained atmosphere lead 
to the escalation of the conflict. The girl does not know what 
to expect of the young men. 
One of the biggest assets of the film is Jacek Podgórski’s 
camerawork. For a Polish viewer, the steelworks landscape 
must always to some extent bring to mind the socialist era; 
however, this is also the first in many years such picturesque 
representation of an industrial landscape. The steel plant looks 
like a mythical Moloch devouring his victims, who in this case 
are no longer children, but not yet truly adult either. The young 
boys placed in the industrial landscape seem lost, not only in 
the vast terrain of the plant, but mostly in life, as if they were 
not yet capable of making good choices. Moloch mentioned in 
the title can be a metaphor of the collapsing system, swaying 
on its legs, but still demanding the highest sacrifice. We do not 
know how the story will end or what will happen to the 
protagonists. Perhaps Moloch has not yet said his final word.
(Anna Taszycka)

DIR.: SzYMON kAPeNIAk • POLAND, UKRAINE • FICTION • 2015 • 32’ 
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A Story of Nothing
DIR.: gRzegORz JAROSzUk • 2014 • FICTION • 17’ • POLAND, FRANCE • PROD.: SEBASTIEN 
AUBERT ADASTRA FILMS • CONTACT: SEBASTIEN.AUBERT@ADASTRA‑FILMS.COM

A woman working at a zoo witnesses a violent hold‑up in a grocery store during her 
walk back home. All of a sudden, her life starts changing. She joins in an avant‑garde 
theatre comprised by the zoo employees and she contacts her husband and her 
introverted son, under the pretense of looking for a way out of financial struggle. 
A Story of Nothing is a film about loneliness and ridicolously honest attempts 
to connect with the surrounding world. The film shows one ordinary day that can 
move one’s entire life upside down.

Laughter in the Dark
DIR.: MARTA TReLA • 2014 • FICTION • 14’ • POLAND • PROD.: POLISH NATIONAL  
FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: DARIUSZ DUżYńSKI, OFFICE@STUDIOINDEKS.PL

This is a story about a toxic relationship between a middle‑aged man and 
a young woman. Negative emotions bring on unexpected events, in which 
random people get entangled.

Mother earth
DIR.: PIOTR zŁOTOROwICz • 2014 • FICTION • 30’ • POLAND • PROD.: POLISH NATIONAL  
FILM SCHOOL IN LODZ • CONTACT: DARIUSZ DUżYńSKI, OFFICE@STUDIOINDEKS.PL

Mother Earth is a story about a conflict between a father’s expectations with his 
son’s sentivitity. Maciek, the protagonist of the film, is no longer a boy, but he is 
yet to become a man. He wants to fulfill the ambitions of his father and become 
a butcher, like everyone else in his family. But he is to sensitive to make an animal 
suffer. The boy pours all of his feelings into an old, neglected orchard, which is his 
only keepsake of his mother.

Sandland
DIR.: BARTŁOMIeJ ŻMUDA • 2014 • FICTION • 25’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO –  
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION • CONTACT: MICHALINA FABIJAńSKA,  
M.FABIJANSKA@SFP.ORG.PL

Adrian seriously dislikes the world around him. A plan is slowly taking shape in 
his mind. One day, he decides to put it into practice.

POLISH SHORTS 
CATALOgUE OF FILMS
2014–2015
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Arkansas
DIR.: SeBASTIAN DROŻAk • 2015 • FICTION • 18’ • POLAND • PROD.: RADIO AND TELEVISION 
DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, 
KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

Mark runs what is left of the used cars lot that he inherited after his father left 
unexpectedly. Anita appears out of the blue at her brother’s workplace, but this 
will not be an ordinary family visit. The longer she stays in her childhood house, 
the more she realizes that this time, leaving her home and her brother will not be 
so easy as it was years ago. On the other hand, her visit might change Mark’s life 
forever. They may have to work together to bid farewell to their father and the 
American dream the he wanted them to share.

The Moment
DIR.: PIOTR DOMALewSkI • 2015 • FICTION • 15’ • POLAND • PROD.: RADIO AND TELEVISION 
DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE • CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, 
KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

Night falls over a street filled with identical houses in a wealthy neighborhood. 
Marcin decides to invite his neighbors over for dinner. However, as he reaches the 
front door he notices something disturbing that will occupy his mind for the rest 
of the evening.

Asshole
DIR.: kRzYSzTOf kOMANDeR • 2015 • FICTION • 19’ • POLAND • PROD.: RADIO  
AND TELEVISION DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE •  
CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

A young man tries to break up with his girlfriend, but matters get complicated when 
he get beaten and he needs to spend a few more days with her at her place.

America
DIR.: ALekSANDRA TeRPIńSkA • 2015 • FICTION • 30’ • POLAND • PROD.: RADIO  
AND TELEVISION DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE •  
CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

Unce upon a time in America... Two friends – Anka and Justyna – dream of a better 
life. When they decide to take a hitch‑hike, ride, an innocent adventure changes 
their relationship forever.

August
DIR.: TOMASz ŚLeSICkI • 2014 • FICTION • 13’ • POLAND • PROD.: WARSAW FILM SCHOOL  
• CONTACT: TOMASZ ŚLESICKI, TOMEK@PSYCHOKINO.COM

August is a film about first love and the foolish things we do because of it. 
Two teenagers take a six year old child to the fields. The events that happen along 
the way will change their lives forever. One could say that August is a road movie, 
where nothing really is at it seems.
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Multiphrenia
DIR.: MARTYNA MAJewSkA • 2015 • FICTION • 25’ • POLAND • PROD.: RADIO AND  
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE •  
CONTACT: MICHAL.HUDZIKOWSKI@US.EDU.PL

Multiphrenia is a short film based on the classic novel In Search of Lost Time 
by Marcel Proust, which turns upside down the whole idea of bestseller adaptations. 
The young artists have done this in a very radical and visually compelling way. They 
mix different styles and genres, using bourgeois themes in a modern‑day reality. 
It is a simple story about a spoiled aristocrat, Marcel, falling in love with a poor 
saleswoman Odeta. The film has two recurring themes: mandarin oranges and 
a mysterious white cow.

what I want
DIR.: DAMIAN kOCUR • 2015 • FICTION • 30’ • POLAND • PROD.: RADIO AND  
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY OF THE SILESIA IN KATOWICE •  
CONTACT: MICHAL.HUDZIKOWSKI@US.EDU.PL

Ariel is a 25‑year‑old male whose entire life boils down to his beloved football 
team and his dog. For Karolina, a twenty‑year‑old girl raising alone a one‑year‑old 
child, a career as a cheerleader in one of Silesian football clubs is an illusory 
chance for a better life. The meeting of these two results in a clash of seemingly 
different desires, both rooted in solitude.

Moloch
DIR.: SzYMON kAPeNIAk • 2015 • FICTION • 32’ • POLAND, UKRAINE • PROD.: MUNK  
STUDIO – POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION • CONTACT: MICHALINA FABIJAńSKA, 
M.FABIJANSKA@SFP.ORG.PL

Roma, Stach and Chudy work illegally in the grounds of a collapsing steel plant. 
Roma is in the throes of a passionate romance and decides to leave the job, seeing 
this newly‑found feeling as an excuse for changing his life. His friends try to dissuade 
him. After a long day’s work, they visit his girlfriend and one of the many versions 
of the tale of Cain and Abel unfolds…

Circus Maximus
DIR.: BARTek kULAS • 2015 • FICTION • 33’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO –  
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION • CONTACT: MICHALINA FABIJAńSKA,  
M.FABIJANSKA@SFP.ORG.PL

This is a story that must be seen before reaching adulthood. The film depicts 
a circus on the brink of collapse. The manager’s attempts to save the enterprise 
gradually become more and more irrational. We plunge into the world of the circus 
and, first and foremost, into the story of a teenage Marianna, who was abandoned 
as a child. Will the circus be saved? Will Marianna’s disability finally allow her 
to appear in the ‘greatest Circus on Earth’?

The Test
DIR.: TeReSA CzePIeC • 2015 • FICTION • 26’ • POLAND • PROD.: MD4 SP. Z O.O. •  
CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

How does one make a quick career and become famous? A young actress, Ana 
Sis, decides to enter an institution that guarantees success: the Fame & Success 
Potential Research Institute. She takes a test on marketing potential. However, going 
further requires more and more sacrifice. Will she finally succeed?
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Parisian girl
DIR.: STefAN ŁAzARSkI • 2015 • FICTION • 20’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO –  
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION • CONTACT: MICHALINA FABIJAńSKA,  
M.FABIJANSKA@SFP.ORG.PL

Twenty‑year‑old Justyna arrives in Paris. Marcel is supposed to meet her at 
the station, but he doesn’t turn up. A well‑built black man approaches her and 
introduces himself as Riki, a friend of Marcel’s. Reluctantly, Justyna gets into his car...

My father’s eyes
DIR.: BARTOSz BLASCHke • 2015 • FICTION • 27’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO – 
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION, WAJDA STUDIO • CONTACT: MICHALINA FABIJAńSKA, 
M.FABIJANSKA@SFP.ORG.PL; KATARZYNA GRYNIENKO, KGRYNIENKO@WAJDASCHOOL.PL

A story set amidst the realities of a small Polish village in the Masurian Lake District. 
A few days past, the father of the family left; now, Halina is trying to raise their 
daughters alone during her husband’s absence. Eleven‑year‑old Ola believes that 
her father will be back home before long and then, her mother will be happy at last. 
There is an obstacle, though… her father’s sheep.

Supernova
DIR.: ANDRzeJ CICHOCkI • 2015 • FICTION • 28’ • POLAND • PROD.: KRZYSZTOF KIESLOWSKI 
RADIO AND TELEVISION DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA IN KATOWICE • CONTACT: 
MICHAL.HUDZIKOWSKI@US.EDU.PL

Is Marcin going to explore the mystery of a great scientist and an outstanding 
astronomy professor who spent his last years in isolation? Unexpected 
circumstancces bring the two protagonists together, while the space between 
musical notes echoes, like destiny...

Thumbs Up
DIR.: STefAN ŁAzARSkI • 2015 • FICTION • 30’ • POLAND • PROD.: MAD TREE SP. Z O. O. • 
CONTACT: MARTA ŚWIąTEK, KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION, MARTA.SWIATEK@KFF.COM.PL

greg and Paula are hitchhiking to geneva. Somewhere in Italy they come across 
a mysterious driver who has something more to offer than just a ride.

Daughter
DIR.: TOMASz wOLSkI • 2015 • FICTION • 25’ • POLAND • PROD.: MUNK STUDIO –  
POLISH FILMMAKERS ASSOCIATION, KIJORA • CONTACT: MICHALINA FABIJAńSKA, 
M.FABIJANSKA@SFP.ORG.PL

Daughter is a story about a mother and a daughter who have been estranged 
for years. When the younger daughter goes missing, they are forced into 
spending several hours together in the dark hours of the night. They set out 
together on a search that becomes an opportunity to resolve several thorny 
issues from their past.

more at www.polishshorts.pl
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PRODUCeRS:

ADYTON INTERNATIONAL 
SP. Z O.O.
+48 609 981 429
www.adyton.eu

AFILM
+48 607 983 844
kontakt@afilm.pl
www.afilm.pl

AKSON STUDIO SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 840 68 30
akson@aksonstudio.pl
www.akson-studio.pl

AMP POLSKA
+48 22 219 50 14
edward@porembny.com
www.porembny.com

ANAGRAM FILM
+48 603 566 255
annapachnicka@wp.pl
www.alejagowniarzy.pl

ANIMA‑POL SP. Z O.O.
+48 501 180 256
info@animapol.pl
www.animapol.pl

APIO FILM
+48 601 43 63 13
piotr@augustynek.pl
www.apiofilm.com

APPETITE PRODUCTION
+48 607 816 342
info@appetiteproduction.com
www.appetiteproduction.com

APPLE FILM PRODUCTION 
SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 851 84 40
applefilm@applefilm.pl 
www.applefilm.pl

ARKANA STUDIO
+48 22 840 27 45
arkana@arkanastudio.pl
www.arkanastudio.pl

AURORA FILM PRODUCTION
+48 602 118 063
p.ledwig@aurorafilm.com.pl
www.aurorafilm.com.pl

AURUM FILM – FILM 
PRODUCTION
+48 81 532 42 41
biuro@aurumfilm.pl
www.aurumfilm.pl

AX FILM
+48 602 260 215
axfilm@axfilm.com.pl
www.axfilm.com.pl

AYAHUASCA
+48 601 273 583
kasia.wysokinska@ayahuasca.pl

BALABUSTA
+48 601 980 737
magdalenakaminska@me.com
www.balabusta.pl

BESTA FILM SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 711 65 00
biuro@besta.pl
www.besta.pl

BOW AND AXE 
ENTERTAINMENT
+48 22 854 07 77
www.bowandaxe.com

CENTRALA
+48 664 084 949 
janowska@centralafilm.pl 
www.centralafilm.pl

CINEMA ENSEMBLE
+48 692 182 646
kontakt@cinemaensemble.pl
www.cinemaensemble.pl

COLABPICTURES
+48 503 176 222
danka@colabpictures.com
www.colabpictures.com

CONTRA STUDIO 
+48 42 641 72 23
www.contrastudio.pl

DAREK DIKTI IDEAS OFFICE
+48 586 252 625
darek@dikti.pl

DARKLIGHT FILM STUDIO
+48 501 622 810
natalia@darklight.pl 
www.darklight.pl

DELORD SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 847 20 50 
+48 608 300 608
kontakt@delord.pl
www.delord.pl

DIGIT FILM
+48 22 628 01 94
digitfilm@wp.pl

DOCUMENTARY AND FEATURE 
FILM PRODUCTION COMPANY
+48 22 559 33 12
agnieszka.bedkowska@ 
@wfdif.com.pl
www.wfdif.com.pl

DRYGAS PRODUCTION
+48 501 319 003
mvfilm@onet.pl

DYDAKTA MOTION PICTURE
+48 602 377 155
biurio@dydakta.pl
www.dydakta.pl

EDUCATIONAL FILM STUDIO
+48 42 689 23 45
wfo@wfo.com.pl
www.wfo.com.pl

ENTERTAIN STUDIO
+48 515 579 790
kontakt@entertainstudio.pl

EUREKA MEDIA
info@eurekamedia.info
www.eurekamedia.info

EUROMEDIA TV
info@euromediatv.com.pl
www.euromediatv.com.pl

EVEREST FILM STUDIO
+48 42 676 75 41
kasia@studioeverest.pl
www.studioeverest.pl

FEDERICO FILM
+48 602 133 993
office@federicofilm.com
www.federicofilm.com

FIGARO
+48 22 622 29 25
figarofilm@figarofilm.com
www.figarofilm.com

FIKFILM P.FIK
+48 601 499 113
kontakt@fikfilm.com
www.fikfilm.com

FILMICON DOM FILMOWY S.C.
+48 58 320 73 31
biuro@filmicon.pl
www.filmicon.pl

FILMOGENE 
filmogene@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/ 
/filmogene

FILMPOLIS
+48 514 593 757
szymanska.agata@gmail.com
www.filmpolis.eu

FILM CONTRACT LTD.
+48 22 840 22 78 
info@filmcontract.pl
www.filmcontract.pl

FILM MEDIA S.A.
+48 22 625 00 05
www.filmmedia.com.pl

FILM STUDIO MTM
+48 22 829 91 74
filmstudio@filmstudiomtm.pl
www.filmstudiomtm.pl

FOCUS PRODUCERS
+48 22 845 49 94
focus.producers@wp.pl

GAMBIT PRODUCTION
+48 22 662 61 20

GARAŻ MIEJSCE FILMOWE
+48 22 856 56 64
garaz@garaz.com.pl
www.garaz.com.pl

GRANIZA
mail@graniza.pl
www.graniza.pl

GRUPA XXI
+48 22 845 55 87
www.grupaxxi.pl

HARPOON FILMS
+48 58 679 0 125
mostojska@harpoonfilms.pl
www.harpoonfilms.pl

IMPACTFILM
+48 604 105 975
bartek@impactfilm.com

INFOR PROGRES
+44 22 530 40 93 
+48 510 024 915
bok@infor.com
www.infor.tv

INDEKS FILM STUDIO
+48 42 639 56 41
office@studioindeks.pl
www.studioindeks.pl

KADR FILM STUDIO
+48 22 845 49 23
studio@kadr.com.pl
www.sfkadr.com

FILM STUDIO KALEJDOSKOP  
/ KALEJDOSKOP FILM 
+48 22 851 17 79
studio@kalejdoskop.art.pl
www.kalejdoskop.art.pl

KIJORA
+48 609 421 497
kijora@gmail.com

KOLEKTYW FILM
+48 601 433 651
agata@kolektywfilm.pl
www.kolektywfilm.pl

KOSMA FILM 
+48 602 435 513
kubakosma@gmail.com

KRONIKA FILM STUDIO
+48 22 841 14 91
sfkronika@poczta.onet.pl 

LARGO FILM STUDIO
+48 122694163
largo@studiolargo.com.pl
www.studiolargo.com.pl

LAVA FILMS
lava@lavafilms.pl
www.lavafilms.pl

LIFETIME PRODUCTIONS 
+48 609 365 343
piotr@lifetimeproductions.eu

LOGOS FILM STUDIO
+48 42 639 56 41
logosfilm@wp.pl
www.logosfilm.pl

ŁOZIŃSKI PRODUCTION
+48 22 617 48 53
pawel.lozinski@wp.pl

MAGELLAN FOUNDATION 
+48 502 133 251
info@fmagellan.pl
www.fmagellan.pl

MAÑANA
+48 22 851 10 97
manana@manana.pl
www.manana.pl

MD4 SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 646 55 93
office@md4.eu
www.md4.eu

MEDIABRIGADE
+48 71 799 14 50
biuro@mediabrigade.pl
www.mediabrigade.pl

MEDION ART STUDIO
+48 22 851 10 43
biuro@medionart.pl
www. medionart.pl

MEDIA KONTAKT
+48 22 627 28 31 
archiwum@mediakontakt.com.pl
www.mediakontakt.home.pl

MUNK STUDIO
+48 22 556 54 70 
studiomunka@sfp.org.pl 
www.www.studiomunka.pl

‘N’ FILM STUDIO SP Z.O.O.
+48 42 686 13 94 
biuro@filmstudio.com.pl
www.filmstudio.com.pl

NANO FX STUDIOS
+48 792 719 007
weronika.naroznik@ 
@nanofxstudios.com
www.uniqued.pl

NUR FOUNDATION
nur@nur.com
www.nur.com

N‑VISION
+48 81 532 65 66
n-vision@n-vision.lublin.pl
www.n-vision.lublin.pl

ODRA‑FILM
+48 71 793 70 91
sekretariat@odra-film.wroc.pl
www.odra-film.wroc.pl

ODEON FILM STUDIO
+48 22 646 69 00
odeon@odeon.com.pl
www.odeon.com.pl

OPENGROUP
+48 664 773 921
biuro@opengroup.com.pl
www.opengroup.com.pl

OPUS FILM
+48 42 634 55 00
www.opusfilm.com

OTTER FILMS
info@otterfilms.pl
www.pl.otterfilms.pl

PAISA FILMS
+48 22 853 17 10
biuro@paisafilms.pl
www.paisafilms.pl

PARTUS ARTISTIC AGENCY
+48 22 642 83 02 
biuro@partus.pl
www.partus.pl

PIGMENT PRODUCTION 
SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 628 08 86
pigment@pigment.pl
www.pigment.pl

PLATIGE IMAGE
+48 22 844 64 74
info@platige.com
www.platige.com

PLEASNAR & KRAUSS FILMS
+48 605 935 018
mary@plesnarandkrauss.com

POINT OF VIEW
+48 22 843 50 31
info@pointofview.pl
www.pointofview.pl

PRASA & FILM SP. Z.O.O.
+48 22 851 10 64 
office@pifpartners.pl 
www.prasaifilm.pl

PROJEKCJA IDENTYFIKACJA 
+48 600 787 466 
pi@projekcjaidentyfikacja.pl 
www.projekcjaidentyfikacja.pl

RABARBAR FILM STUDIO
+48 660 746 996
anna@studiofilmowerabarbar.
com
studiofilmowerabarbar.com

REKONTRPLAN
+48 22 671 08 78
info@rekontrplan.pl
www.rekontrplan.pl

REKORDING STUDIO
+48 22 478 21 04
studio.rekording@wp.pl

SACO FILMS
+48 71 368 14 22
sacofilms@wp.pl

SCORPIO STUDIO
+48 22 447 61 00
adabrowska@scorpio-studio.
com
www.scorpio-studio.com

SE‑MA‑FOR
+48 42 681 54 74
www.se-ma-for.com

SHIPSBOY
+48 696 204 625
janicki@shipsboy.com
www.shipsboy.com

STARON‑FILM
+48 502 563 025
wstaron@wp.pl

STUDIO MOVIE DRAWING 
+48 33 812 63 41
sekretariat@sfr.com.pl
www.sfr.com.pl

STUDIO MINIATUR 
FILMOWYCH
+48 22 845 54 33
smf@smf.com.pl
www.smf.com.pl

SOWA‑FILM MEDIA 
PRODUCTIONS
+48 61 868 47 78

STUDIO OBRAZU –  
LECH MIKULSKI
+48 696 440 215
mikulski@studioobrazu.com.pl
www.studioobrazu.com.pl

SKOPIA FILM SP. Z O.O.
skopiafilm@skopiafilm.com
www.skopiafilm.com

SKORPION ARTE
+48 22 851 10 54
biuro@skorpionarte.eu
www.skorpionarte.pl

TELEMARK SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 826 27 49
telemark@telemark.com.pl
www.telemark.com.pl

TEMPUS
+48 601 392 310
tempusfilm@tempusfilm.com
www.tempusfilm.com

TOR FILM STUDIO
+48 22 845 53 03
tor@tor.com.pl
www.tor.com.pl

TOUCH FILMS
+48 601 792 376
office@touchfilms.pl
www.touchfilms.pl

TRAMWAY
+48 601 212 743
w.lysakowski@tramway.pl
www.tramway.pl

TRYGON FILM
trygonfilm@trygonfilm.com
www.trygonfilm.com

TV STUDIO  
OF ANIMATION FILMS
+48 61 852 01 05
tvsfa@tvsfa.com
www.tvsfa.com

VALINIUM4KIDS
+48 604 988 979
gk@valinium4kids.com

VIRTUAL MAGIC
+48 697 007 771
virtualmagic@virtualmagic.
com.pl
www.virtualmagic.com.pl

VOICE OF THE GOSPEL 
FOUNDATION 
+48 22 621 28 38
gospel@gospel.pl
www.gospel.pl

WAJDA STUDIO 
+48 22 851 10 57
info@wajdastudio.pl
www.wajdastudio.pl

WFDIF
+48 22 841 26 83
wfdif@wfdif.com.pl
www.wfdif.com.pl

YES TO FILM
biuro@yestofilm.com
+48 506 319 997
www.yestofilm.com

YETI FILMS SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 823 99 17
yeti@yetifilms.com
www.yetifilms.com

ZOYDA ART PRODUCTION
+48 22 799 92 22
zoyda@wp.pl
www.zoyda.pl

ZK STUDIO SP. Z O.O. 
+48 22 754 71 28 
konrad@zkstudio.pl
www.zkstudio.pl

ZYGIZAGA
+48 694 603 212
kasiatrzaska@10g.pl

ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS 
IN WARSAW
+48 22 320 02 00
rektorat@asp.waw.pl
www.asp.waw.pl

ANIMAART
+48 12 294 21 54
sekretariat@animaart.edu.pl
www.animaart.edu.pl

ANIMOON SP. Z O. O.
waclawek@animoon.pl
www.animoon.pl

ASSOCIATION OF CREATIVE 
INITIATIVES ‘Ę’
+48 22 224 34 90
biuro@e.org.pl
www.e.org.pl

BADI BADI ANIMATION  
+48 22 313 22 22 
d.rybka@badibadi.com 
www.badibadi.com

BREAKTHRU FILMS SP. Z O.O.
+48 58 333 47 33
magda@breakthrufilms.pl
www.breakthrufilms.pl

CATMOOD SP. Z O.O.
+48 504 107 177
biuro@catmood.com
www.catmood.com

EAST STUDIO
+48 512 003 289
dawid@eaststudio.pl
www.eaststudio.pl

ESY‑FLORESY
+48 501 515 482
bartosz@esy-floresy.pl
www.esy-floresy.com

FUMI OFFICE
+48 22 646 44 20
biuro@fumistudio.com
www.fumistudio.com

GRAPHICS STUDIO FILM J&P
+48 22 845 51 91
jp-studio@jp-studio.pl
www.jp-studio.pl

GRUPA SMACZNEGO
+48 58 718 13 23
biuro@g-s.pl
www.g-s.pl

HUMAN ARK
+48 22 227 77 88
info@human-ark.com
www.human-ark.com

NOLABEL
+48 12 399 46 28
office@nolabel.com.pl
www.nolabel.pl

SKYLINED STUDIO
info@skylined.pl
www.skylinedstudio.com

TV STUDIO OF  
ANIMATION FILMS
+48 61 852 01 05
tvsfa@tvsfa.com
www.tvsfa.com

UNIVERSITY OF ARTS 
IN POZNAŃ 
+48 61 855 25 21 
office@uap.edu.pl
www.uap.edu.pl

WJTEAM
wjt@wjt.com.pl
www.wjt.com.pl

ZIELONY POMIDOR
+48 502 228 171
biuro@zielonypomidor.pl
www.zielonypomidor.com
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DISTRIBUTORS:

35MM
+48 22 837 91 44
ear@ear.com.pl
www.35mm.com.pl

ADYTON INTERNATIONAL
+48 609 981 429
www.adyton.eu

AGAINST GRAVITY
+48 22 828 10 79
info@planetedocff.pl
www.againstgravity.pl

AP MAÑANA
+48 22 851 10 97
manana@manana.pl
www.manana.pl

FILM PROMOTION AGENCY 
KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION
+48 12 294 69 45
agency@kff.com.pl
www.kff.com.pl

FORUM FILM POLAND
+48 22 456 65 55
sekretariat@forumfilm.pl
www.forumfilm.pl

GUTEK FILM
+48 22 536 92 00
gutekfilm@gutekfilm.pl
www.gutekfilm.pl

IMPERIAL CINEPIX
+48 22 663 78 71
dystrybucja@imperial.com.pl
www.imperial-cinepix.com.pl

KINO ŚWIAT
+48 22 840 68 01 
pawelg@kinoswiat.pl
www.kinoswiat.pl

MAYFLY
+48 22 822 90 96
agata_krolik@mayfly.pl
www.mayfly.pl

MONOLITH FILMS
+48 22 851 10 77‑78
lukasz.klimek@monolith.pl
www.monolith.pl

SOLOPAN
+48 22 828 01 44
dagmara@solopan.com.pl
www.solopan.com.pl

SPI INTERNATIONAL POLSKA, 
SPINKA
+48 22 854 03 37
info@spiintl.com
www.spi.pl 

STUDIO INTERFILM
+48 22 565 23 25
interfilm@film-tv.pl
www.interfilm.pl

VISION FILM
+48 22 839 60 09
vision@vision.pl
www.vision.pl

VIVARTO
+48 22 353 96 02
kontakt1@vivarto.pl
www.vivarto.pl

VUE MOVIE DISTRIBUTION
+48 22 223 00 00
izabela.werner@vuemovie.pl
www.vuemovie.com.pl

WARNER BROS. 
ENTERTAINMENT POLSKA
+48 22 358 26 00
sekretariat@warnerbros.com
www.wbep.pl

TeLevISIONS:

HBO POLSKA SP. Z O.O.
+48 22 852 88 00
info@hbo.pl
www.hbo.pl 

THE NATIONAL  
BROADCASTING  
COUNCIL (KRRIT)
+48 22 597 30 00
www.krrit.gov.pl

TVP POLAND
+48 22 547 55 97
sales@tvp.pl
www.tvp.pl

TVN
+48 228566060
festivals@tvn.pl
www.tvn.pl

KINO POLSKA
+48 223567400
lbulka@kinopolska.pl
www.kinopolska.pl

fILM SCHOOLS:

GDYNIA FILM SCHOOL
+48 58 625 11 46
info@gsf.pl
www.gsf.pl

KRZYSZTOF KIEŚLOWSKI 
FACULTY OF RADIO AND 
TELEVISION AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF SILESIA 
IN KATOWICE
+48 32 258 24 20
writv@us.edu.pl
www.writv.us.edu.pl

POLISH NATIONAL FILM 
SCHOOL IN ŁóDź
+48 42 27 55 814
rektorat@filmschool.lodz.pl
www.filmschool.lodz.pl 

WAJDA SCHOOL 
+48 22 851 10 57
info@wajdaschool.pl
www.wajdaschool.pl

WARSAW FILM SCHOOL
+48 22 839 00 50
info@szkolafilmowa.pl
www.szkolafilmowa.pl

INSTITUTIONS:

ADAM MICKIEWICZ INSTITUTE
+48 22 44 76 100
kolszewska@iam.pl
www.iam.pl

CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY 
ART UJAZDOWSKI CASTLE
prokino@csw.art.pl
www.csw.art.pl

CENTRUM SZTUKI FILMOWEJ
+48 32 258 42 41 
b.jasiok@csf.katowice.pl
www.csf.katowice.pl

FEDERATION OF 
INDEPENDENT FILMMAKERS
+48 22 424 26 87
film@filmfederacja.pl
www.filmfederacja.pl

FILM‑ART
+48 61 8671895
biuro@film-art.pl
www.film-art.pl

NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE
+48 22 845 50 74
filmoteka@fn.org.pl
www.fn.org.pl

FILM COMMISSION POLAND 
+48 22 556 54 40
office@filmcommissionpoland.pl
www.filmcommissionpoland.pl

INDEPENDENT FILM 
FOUNDATION
+48 22 851 84 40
pnf@pnf.pl
www.pnf.pl

FILM CULTURE CLUB
+48 68 325 59 84
llf@llf.pl
www.kkf.zgora.pl

KRAKOW FILM FOUNDATION
+48 12 294 69 45
info@kff.com.pl
www.kff.com.pl

LECH WALESA INSTITUTE 
FOUNDATION
+48 22 622‑22‑20
biuro@ilw.org.p
www.ilw.org.pl

POMERANIA FILM 
FOUNDATION 
+48 58 621 15 09
biuro@festiwalgdynia.pl 
www.fundacjafilmowa.pl

POLISH FILM INSTITUTE
+48 22 421 05 18
www.pisf.pl

CREATIVE EUROPE
+48 22 44 76 180
info@kreatywna-europa.eu
www.kreatywna-europa.eu

POLISH FILMMAKERS 
ASSOCIATION 
biuro@sfp.org.pl
www.munkstudio.eu

POLISH SOCIETY OF 
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
sekretarz@psc.pl
www.en.psc.pl

POLISH FEDERATION  
OF FILM DEBATING CLUBS
+48 22 880 01 88
www.pfdkf.pl

POLISH ASSOCIATION 
OF EDITORS
+48 22 827 38 17
www.psm.org.pl

POLISH AUDIOVISUAL 
PRODUCERS CHAMBER 
OF COMMERCE
+48 22 840 59 01
kipa@kipa.pl 
www.international.kipa.pl

POLISH HISTORY MUSEUM
+48 22 211 90 02
info@muzhp.pl
www.muzhp.pl

SCRIPTEAST 
+48 22 625 36 85
info@scripteast.pl
www.scripteast.pl

SILESIA FILM
+48 32 206 88 61‑3
info@silesiafilm.com.pl
www.silesiafilm.com.pl

NEW HORIZONS 
ASSOCIATION
+48 22 530 66 40
festiwal@nowehoryzonty.pl
www.nowehoryzonty.pl

1,2 FILM ASSOCIATION
+48 881 454 421
biuro@film12.org
www.film12.org

THE FILM MUSEUM
+48 42 674 09 57
muzeum@kinomuzeum.pl
www.kinomuzeum.pl

THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE 
AND NATIONAL HERITAGE
+48 22 421 01 00
www.mkidn.gov.pl

TUMULT FOUNDATION
+48 56 621 00 19
camerimage@camerimage.pl
www.camerimage.pl

ZWIąZEK PRODUCENTóW 
AUDIO VIDEO
+48 22 622 92 19
biuro@zpav.pl
www.zpav.pl

WARSAW FILM FOUNDATION
kontakty@wff.pl
www.wff.pl

feSTIvALS:

CAMERIMAGE
+48 56 621 00 19
camerimage@camerimage.pl
www.camerimage.pl
14–21.11.2015

GDANSK DOCFILM FESTIVAL
+48 58 3084340
info@gdanskdocfilm.pl
www.gdanskdocfilm.pl
11–14.06.2015

ETIUDA & ANIMA IFF
+48 12 633 35 38 W.25, 26
biuro@etiudaandanima.com
www.etiudaandanima.com
23–28.11.2015

DOCS AGAINST GRAVITY 
FILM FESTIVAL
+48 22 828 10 79
www.docsag.pl
8–17.05.2015

KRAKOW FILM FESTIVAL
+48 12 294 69 45
info@kff.com.pl
www.krakowfilmfestival.pl
31.05–07.06.2015

AFRYKAMERA 
afrykamera@afrykamera.pl
www.afrykamera.pl
21–26.04.2015

AMATEUR AND INDEPENDENT 
CINEMA FESTIVAL KAN 
+48 71 799 45 61
info@fest-kan.pl
www.kan.art.pl
30.09–4.10.2015

AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 
IN WROCLAW
+48 22 530 66 40
aff@snh.org.pl
www.americanfilmfestival.pl
20–25.10.2015

ANIMATOR INTERNATIONAL 
ANIMATED FILM FESTIVAL
+48 61 850 16 55
office@animator-festival.com
www.animator-festival.com
10–16.07.2015

ARS INDEPENDENT FESTIVAL
+48 32 609 03 11
office@arsindependent.pl
www.arsindependent.pl
22–27.09.2015

BETON FILM FESTIVAL
organizacja@betonff.pl
www.betonff.pl
9–12.04.2015

BRAVE FESTIVAL AGAINST 
CULTURAL EXILE FESTIVAL
+48 71 341 88 78
biuro@bravefestival.pl
www.bravefestival.pl
10–17.07.2015

GOLDEN ANTEATERS 
FILM FESTIVAL
+48 81 466 6121
mrowkojady@o2.pl
www.zlotemrowkojady.pl
20–28.11.2015

EMIGRA EMIGRATION 
FILM FESTIVAL
+48 22 8854243
info@emigra.com.pl
www.emigra.com.pl
10.2015

EUROSHORTS EUROPEAN 
FILM FESTIVAL IN GDANSK
+48 507 014 857
info@euroshorts.pl
www.euroshorts.pl
23–29.11.2015

FIVE FLAVOURS FILM FESTIVAL
+48 880 628 585
info@piecsmakow.pl
www.piecsmakow.pl
12–29.11.2015

FORUM OF EUROPEAN  
CINEMA CINERGIA
+48 609 845 444
jolanta.kolano@charlie.pl
www.cinergiafestival.pl
7–14.11.2014

GRAND OFF WORLD 
INDEPENDENT FILM AWARDS
adam@grandoff.eu
www.grandoff.eu
01–06.12.2015

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF 
FILM PRODUCER REGIOFUN
+48 32 206 88 61
biuro@regiofun.pl
www.regiofun.pl
20–25.10.2015

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF 
INDEPENDENT CINEMA PKO 
OFF CAMERA 
+48 519 330 881
info@offcamera.pl
www.offcamera.pl
1–10.05.2015

INTERNATIONAL 
PHILOSOPHICAL FILM 
FESTIVAL PHILOSOPHICAL 
+48 012 430 51 54 
kinematografff@gmail.com
festiwalfilmufilozoficznego.
com
19–21.03.2015

INTERNATIONAL YOUNG 
AUDIENCE FILM FESTIVAL 
ALE KINO!
+48 61 64 64 481
festiwal@alekino.com
www.alekino.com
30.11–7.12.2014

INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM 
FESTIVAL ZUBROFFKA
+48 85 742 23 70
kino@bok.bialystok.pl
www.zubroffka.bok.bialystok.pl
2–6.12.2015

INTERNATIONAL HISTORICAL 
AND MILITARY FILM FESTIVAL
+48 22 683 99 30
info@militaryfestival.pl
www.militaryfilmfestival.pl
8–12.09.2015

IN THE EYE OF THE 
YOUTH INTERNATIONAL 
DOCUMENTARY FILM 
FESTIVAL 
+48 604 151 958
okiemmlodych@gmail.com
www.okiemmlodych.pl
10–14.09.2014

IFF OFF CINEMA IN POZNAN
mikolaj.jazdon@gmail.com
www.offcinema.pl
19–23.11.2014

IŃSKIE LATO FILMOWE
biuro@ilf.org.pl
www.ilf.org.pl
7–16.08.2015

INTEGRATION YOU AND ME 
EUROPEAN FILM FESTIVAL
+48 94 348 15 41
biuro.festiwal@integracjatyija.pl
www.integracjatyija.pl
8–12.09.2015

JACHTFILM FESTIVAL
+48 603 918 469
kontakt@jachtfilm.pl
www.jachtfilm.pl
29–30.11.2014

JEWISH MOTIFS 
INTERNATIONAL FILM 
FESTIVAL
+48 22 627 28 31
www.jewishmotifs.org.pl
8–10.05.2015

KINO NA GRANICY  
/ KINO NA HRANICI
biuro@kinonagranicy.pl
www.kinonagranicy.pl
28.04–3.05.2015

KRAKOW FILM MUSIC 
FESTIVAL
+48 12 424 96 50
poczta@biurofestiwalowe.pl
www.fmf.fm
27–31.05.2015

LUBUSKIE LATO FILMOWE 
W ŁAGOWIE
www.llf.pl
28.06–05.07.2015

TRANSIT INTERNATIONAL 
DOCUMENTARY FF
+48 506 019 217
ffdtranzyt@gmail.com
www.kinotranzyt.pl
10.2014

NEISSE FILM FESTIVAL
www.neissefilmfestival.de
5–10.05.2015

SE‑MA‑FOR FILM FESTIWAL 
+48 42 681 54 74
festival@se-ma-for.com
www.festival.se-ma-for.com
08.2015

SHORT WAVES FESTIVAL
info@shortwaves.pl
www.shortwaves.pl
22–29.03.2015

SOLANIN FILM FESTIVAL 
+48 693 065 728
olga.hucko@solanin-film.pl
www.solanin-film.pl
19–23.07.2015

SOPOT FILM FESTIVAL
+48 664 380 900
hamulec@sff.pl
www.sopotfilmfestival.pl
11–19.07.2015

SZCZECIN EUROPEAN 
FILM FESTIVAL
+48 91 4236901
biuro@officyna.art.pl
europeanfilmfestival.szczecin.pl
18–26.10.2015

THE INTERNATIONAL 
INDEPENDENT FEATURE FILM 
FESTIVAL CINEMAFORUM 
+48 22 392 03 22
biuro@filmforum.pl
www.cinemaforum.pl
25–29.11.2015

NEW HORIZONS FILM 
FESTIVAL
+48 22 530 66 46
festiwal@nowehoryzonty.pl
www.nowehoryzonty.pl
23.07–2.08.2015

TOFIFEST INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIVAL
+48 56 652 20 10
contact@tofifest.pl
www.tofifest.pl
18–25.10.2015

TRANSATLANTYK  
FESTIVAL POZNAŃ
+48 61 64 65 263
office@transatlantyk.org
www.transatlantyk.org/pl
7–14.08.2015

TWO RIVERSIDES  
FILM AND ART FESTIVAL
+48 604 123 124
biuro@dwabrzegi.pl
www.dwabrzegi.pl
1–9.08.2015

SPANISH WEEK FILM FESTIVAL
manana@manana.pl
www.manana.pl
21–26.03.2015

WARSAW FILM FESTIVAL
+48 22 621 46 47
media@wff.pl
www.wff.pl
10–19.10.2014

WARSAW JEWISH FILM 
FESTIVAL
warsawjff@wjff.pl
www.wjff.pl
2–8.11.2015

WĘGIEL  
STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL
wff@us.edu.pl
www.wegielfestiwal.us.edu.pl
04.2015

ZOOM IFF
+48 75 75 31 831
zoom.zblizenia@gmail.com
www.zoomfestival.pl
17–22.02.2015
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